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Thursday, January 30,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Glenn says
spaceflight
must go on
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
fatal explosion of the space shuttle Challenger is only a "temporary setback" to the nation's
space program, with manned
flights sure to continue, Sen.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, said yesterday.
Glenn made his remarks after
returning from Cape Canaveral
following meetings with NASA
officials and relatives of the
shuttle's crew members. Glenn
and Sen. Jake Gam, R-Utah,
accompanied Vice President
George Bush on the trip.
"This will be a temporary
setback, obviously," said Glenn,
a former Mercury astronaut and
the first American to orbit the
Earth. "But as far as this determining whether there will be
more manned space flights manned spaceflight will go on."
Challenger exploded into a
gigantic fireball 74 seconds after

liftoff Tuesday, killing all seven
crew members.
"I guess we have to expect
that once in awhile we are fallible and things will happen,"
Glenn said. "I would say don't
lose faith in the program. I think
we have too many people, perhaps, hanging crepe over this as
a result of one accident."
AMONG THE victims was
New Hampshire schoolteacher
Christa McAuliffe, the first
"common citizen" chosen for a
space trip. In answer to a question, Glenn said he has not been
an advocate of sending civilians
of varying occupations on the
shuttle at this point.
"I think we nave support for
the program basically because
people realize that it's basic,
fundamental research," he said.
"I'm not talking Christa McAuliffe down at all. At least for
now, I think those spots should
D See Glenn page 5.
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Aerobic Workout
As part of the Falcon baseball team's spring training program, Joe
Mueller, junior sports management major, and his teammates perform
aerobic exercises in the Student Recreation Center every week. The team

Students voice concern
College of Technology may receive full staff in March
by Patricia Ritter
staff reporter

The College of Technology
will be fully staffed sometime
in March following four resignations by faculty members
since Mav, Jerry Streichler,
dean of the college, said last
week.
An associate professor, two
assistant professors and a
lecturer have resigned from
the college, forcing the college to hire part-time instructors from the private sector.
While Streichler said his
primary concern is finding
qualified full-time candidates
to fill the positions, he said
the vacancies have not hindered the college as they are
divided among different
areas of study.
However, the situation has
concerned-some senior construction technology majors,
who are lacking instructors.
Late last semester a group

of senior construction technology majors sent a letter to
Streichler. University President Paul Olscamp, Eloise
Clark, vice president for academic affairs and to the editor of The News requesting
immediate action by the administration.
One senior construction
technology major, who asked
not to be identified, said the
concerns of last semester
were diminished with the fulltime hiring of Benjamin Uwakeh, who was formerly employed as a part-time
assistant professor.
"The mess has gotten
somewhat better," he said.
The authors of the letter
expressed concern because
two of the construction technology professors who resigned taught upper level
courses. Associate professor
Raymond Huber left the University when he was denied

tenure and a former departmental chairperson, William
Brewer, left the University
for personal reasons. Both of
their resignations were effective last May.
Problems compounded,
they wrote, when David Wagner, assistant professor, resigned in August after
accepting another position.
In the abscence of Huber
and Brewer, part-time lecturer James Fallon resumed
extra duties in the fall. Fallon
resigned in October for personal reasons.
Clark said the loss of the
faculty members was "unfortunate element of coincidence," but added the four
resignations were not large
when compared to the size of
the college. The College of
Technology has 700 students
and 24 faculty members.
HOWEVER, any resignation that occurs unexpectedly
is significant, she added.

Such was the case in the College of Technology.
Usually University emEloyees operate on a code of
onor in which they tell their
department heads that they
are leaving," she said. "The
College of Technology received no advanced warnHowever, Streichler said
the administrators in the College of Technology told student leaders in the college
that two of their professors
were leaving before the end of
the last school year.
"We expressed our concerns to them. When they
didn't get the word out to the
other majors, that's when the
accusations started to fly,"
he said.
Several senior construction
technology majors, who also
asked not to be named, commended the dean for his willingness to communicate, but
D See Technology, page S.

Weather not cause of flu bug
Poor ventilation,
crowds, dry air
named culprits

House OKs closing
polls simultaneously
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House yesterday approved a
plan to have all polling places in
the 48 continental United States
close at 9 p.m. EST on presidential Election Day.
To minimize the disruption,
the bill would approve extension
of Pacific Daylight Savings
Time in presidential years until
after Election Day, so polls in
the West would close at 7 p.m.
local time.
Rep. Al Swift, D-Wash., said
the legislation, which passed
204-175, would "insure every
voter has a chance to cast a
ballot before the results are announced."
He said Hawaii and Alaska
asked to be exempted from the
bill.
The idea is to keep network
newscasters from announcing
the winner before the presidential election is over.
Swift said networks have
agreed not to use exit poll infor-

mation to "in any way hint at a
probable winner until the polls
are closed in a given state.
An opponent, Rep. Judd
Gregg, R-N.H., said he did not
believe the networks would
honor their word. But the House
refused to approve an amendment that would force the networks to renew their pledge
prior to each presidential election.
Swift said the legislation is the
final piece in a "complete solution that will protect the integrity of Election Day for all
citizens."
Under provisions of the legislation, which now goes to the
Senate, polls would close at 9
p.m. in the East, at 8 p.m. local
time in the Central zone, and 7
p.m. local time in the Mountain
and Pacific zones.
One fourth of the states would
have no change in poll closing
time.

Loan program open
to education majors
Goal to supply future teachers to area
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

Editor's note: This Is the first of
a two part series on influenza.
by Matt Wlnkeljohn
reporter

With the temperature fluctuating during the last week,
many people might think the
chances of getting the flu are
great, but other conditions make
people more susceptible to the
virus.
Poor ventilation, dry air and
crowded spaces are the main
reasons for the winter increase
of flu cases, according to Dr.
Joshua Kaplan, director of
Health Services.
When the temperature drops,
people spend more time indoors
breathing the same air, he said.
In addition, unlike summer,
there are fewer windows and
doors open and, consequently,
air is not circulated as freely.
"The influenza virus is spread
by respiratory droplets. In the
winter, with more people indoors, In limited space, there
are increased opportunities for
the virus to be picked up by
others," Kaplan said.
While people indoors are
breathing the same stale air, the
droplets Bo not necessarily have

will travel to Florida for more work over Spring Break; their season
starts in late March.

BG News Photo Illustration/Jim Sakola
to be inhaled for the virus to
spread. A person might pick up
droplets left by an infected person with his fingers or by drinkingr from the same glass, he said.
'The droplets might be on
anything, if another person
touches the item and then rubs
his eyes, or puts his fingers in
his mouth, he can become infected,"he said.
IN ADDITION to crowded
spaces and poor ventilation, the
lack of moisture in the air during winter can dry the body's
mucous membranes, he said.
Mucus works to carry pollutants out erf the body. Without the
help of the mucus to remove
dirt, the body has to fight more
than its usual share of germs,

Kaplan said.
Most people are equally susceptible to catching the flu, but
there is a significant difference
in each person's ability to fight
the virus, he said.
According to the Oct. 18, 1985
Morbidity And Mortality Weekly
Report issued by the Ochsner
Clinic in New Orleans, the Immunization Practices Advisory
Committee recently reclassified
high-risk flu groups in the order
of increasing ability to fight the
virus.
These include,"people with
chronic disorders of cardiovascular or pulmonary systems.. .and residents of nursing
homes and other chronic-care
facilities; physicians, nurses
and other personnel who have

extensive contact with high-risk
flu patients; individuals over 65
years of age; and adults and
children with chronic metabolic
diseases (including diabetes)
... or asthma severe enough to
require medical follow-up or
hospitalization during the prior
year."
KAPLAN SAID these people
are classified as high-risk in this
order because they are not as
able to fight the virus as are
healthy people.
The weekly report stated,
"Excess deaths attributable to
... influenza are often documented during epidemics, and
80 percent of these deaths occur
among persons 65 years of age
or older."
O See Influenza, page 3.

A loan program soon to be
available for math, science or
foreign language education
majors will provide money
for students while at the same
time providing added insurance tor the state.
Students planning to teach
one of these subjects can borrow up to $5,000 a year to a
maximum of $15,000 through
the Ohio Board of Education's
Teacher Education Loan Program, Robert Bowers, assistant superintendent of public
instruction, said.
The program has $500,000
budgeted for next year and $1
million budgeted for the following year, he said.
Math, science and foreign
languages are the subject
areas forecasted as experiencing potential teacher
shortages. The eight major
cities in Ohio, including East
Cleveland and the 28 counties
of Appalachia are the geographic areas that may experience teacher shortages, he
said.
"It (the loan program)

would do much to insure us an
adequate supply in these teaching areas. Bowers said.
BOWERS SAID that teachers in these areas have job
options outside of teaching,
and this may be one of the
reasons for potential shortages in those areas. The loans
would provide an incentive
for teachers to remain in education, he said.
The loan will be reduced at
the rate of 20 percent a year if
students teach these subjects
in Ohio and in five years the
students would be debt-free,
he said.
The loans will be forgiven
at the rate of 25 percent a
year if the student teaches in
the geographic areas forecasted as potentially having
teacher shortages, Bowers
said.
Students who do not teach
in Ohio will have to pay back
the loan with 12 percent interest, he said.
Information and applications for the loans should be
available in the financial aid
office in about a month, Bowers said.

Editorial
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Sanctions not enough

Hergert a hoax, his prof says

Libyan arms embargo ineffective

by Bruce L. Edwards

Monday, President Reagan got word from the 12
nations in the European Common Market that
they agreed to halt arms sales to nations believed
to be linked with terrorism.
The request came in response to the Dec. 27
terrorist attacks on airports in Rome and Vienna. It
is suspected Libya was involved in these attacks.
The sanctions are aimed at Libya, yet they fall
short of the complete severing of economic ties
Reagan requested and will have little or no effect.
The major arms producers in the Common Market include Western allies France. Britain, West
Germany, Belgium, Italy and Holland. Unfortunately, their show of support carries no weight as
these countries have not exported arms to Libya in
the past several years.
Other Common Market countries, such as Denmark, do not even produce arms for export.
While these countries have offered, in part, to
support the U.S., they have refused to jeopardize
their commercial links with Libya.
In 1984, Common Market nations did $12 billion in
business with Libya, mainly buying oil and selling
machinery, transport equipment and other manufacturing goods.
A Dutch official claims the sanctions indicate a
"strong political signal on terrorism."
It appears the signal the Common Market is
projecting is very weak. While they have agreed
not to fill me void left by an American commercial
withdrawal, their point is mute.
A stronger signal would be the boycott of Libya's
oil. In the past five years Libya's oil revenues have
decreased by $11 billion. While Libyan leader
Moammar Khadafy may be considered irrational,
he is smart enough to recognize a major threat to
his country's economic welfare and his political
power, which such a boycott would produce.
When exporting of arms does not exist, an empty
promise to halt these exports is merely a means of
pacifying the U.S.

"Craig Hergert" (I insist upon
putting his name in quotation
marks) is a hoax. You read it
right. "Hergert," the erstwhile
fortnightly columnist for The
BG News, doesn't really exist at least not in corporeal form.
I didn't set out to disprove his
existence; he was, after all, my
graduate student. But the
threads of his slippery garment
began to unravel themselves as
I began an innocent probe into
his educational background.
Here's how I found out.
It all started one day in late
August when I wandered into the
map room of Jerome Library
looking for more info about Herbert's supposed birthplace,
Slayton, Minnesota."
To my surprise, I found out not
only that Slayton did not exist,
but that it had actually been
created during the heady days of
the 1984 presidential campaign
by a few overzealous Democrats. Desperate to locate a Minnesotan who believed that
Walter and Geraldine "had the
beef," it seems they had coerced
an elderly postal worker, two
dogs, a cat - and Bud Grant into posing as Slaytonites for a
day.
The more I thought about it,
the more it troubled me. At first
I explained away the bogus address as a quirk in "Hergert's"
eccentric personality.
Perhaps "Hergert" really
meant that he was from St.
Cloud, Sartell, Sauk Centre.
Storden or Steen, Minnesota, all
within a few digits of the alleged
Slayton zip code. But it didn't
wash. After I nosed around a
little more, the whole thing began to stink.
First, "Hergert" announced
that he would only be writing his
column biweekly from now on,
so he' 'could devote more time to
concentrate on his prelims."
(Funny, I've never gotten a prelim list from him and I'M HIS

PRELIM CHAIRMAN.)
Later, an informant, passing
as an amused fan of the columnist, uncovered "Hergert's" ties
to the John Molloy cult. (It appears "Hergert" earns hundreds of dollars each month
serving as a counter-example
shill on the dress-for-success
circuit.)
Then came the final piece of
the puzzle.
One night in November, my
radio (as usual) was tuned to the
police band. Out came the familiar litany of reports: a domestic
squabble, a loud party, and then,
the awful truth. "Hergert" had
been arrested for a "509" at
Myles Pizza Pub, a fashionable
night spot for graduate student
intellectuals.
The crime? Assault with polysyllabic jargon and impersonating a literary theorist without a
license. The department was
stunned.
Now I was more than angry,
"Hergert" had been deliberately deceiving an innocent,
trusting English faculty which
had just begun to appreciate, if
not matriculate, their would-be

Royko from the Gopher State.
There was only one thing to do.
This was too big.
I had to get help.
I called Garrison Keillor, bestselling author, popular radio
host and literary private-eye of
Lake Wobegon, Minnesota.
"Gary, this is Dr. Bruce L.
Edwards, from BGSU."
"Hi, what's up doc?" he said
quizzically, with characteristically deadpan humor.
"Some minor detective work.
Have a grad student here who
calls himself 'Craig Hergert';
d'ya know him?"
"Know him? I invented him."
"Invented him? You mean
he's your pseudonym?"
"Oh no - he escaped from the
last chapter of my first book,
Happy to be Here. I had created
this tall, gaunt, nearly-amusing
fellow who could never finish his
doctoral program. He got
trapped into writing a weekly
column for the campus paper
and failed his prelims. One day I
was cleaning out my file cabinet
and he disappeared. I always
wondered what happened to

'Craig.'"

"He's here in BG - living out
the role. Is he dangerous?
"I wouldn't think so - not if
you humor him. Pretend you
find his columns "droll" or
"wry," especially the self-indul- j
gent ones. You know, the ones
where he laments his woe-begone state as a harrassed and
persecuted grad student. But
don't mention the Vikings. Everyone from Minnesota is sensitive around Super Bowl time.
We're the only ones who've been
in four of 'em and lost 'em all."
And so that's it. "Craig Hergert" is a figment of someone's
imagination. I'm shaken, of
course. And I'm not a little disappointed that "Craig Hergert"
turned out only to be a phantom.
But I've decided it could have
been worse.
He might have escaped from
one of Shirley MacLaine's
books.
Edwards may or may not be
an assistant professor of English
at the University. We're not
telling.

Passive bloodlust
an American thrill Death penalty is a workable solution
by Geoffrey Barnard
There is something definitely
demented, twisted and sick
about this society. There always
has been. But the advent of
television has worsened the nation's voracious appetite for guttwisting oddities.
We are a nation of ambulancechasers, a nation of gawkers, a
nation of prying spectators. We
slow down on the highway to see
the blood-splattered wreckage
of an automobile. We complain
as the local news shows paramedics wheeling away a bullettorn body - but we watch.
It exists in all of us, the curious attraction to the macabre.
And it has existed in this country
since the first European migrated to its wilderness.
Probably the nation's first
best-seller, the 17th-century The
Captivity and Restoration of
Mary Rowlandson, recounted
the mutual bludgeoning of the
settlers and the Indians.
This chapter in literature was
followed by the more civilized
savagery of the Salem witch
hunts. Our bloodlust had graduated.
Along about the 18th century
we discovered circuses ... and
the sideshows.
Oh, what fun the sideshows
were! (We didn't have TV, remember? Or radio, for that matter.) We ogled the strong man,
gawked at the bearded lady and
were repulsed by the human
serpent. But we watched.
Then somebody had to go and
invent the rotary printing press
so we could get the three R's
(rape, robbery and revulsion)
just the way we wanted: on the
street corner for a penny. (It's

no coincidence, by the way, that
the birthplace of scandal journals is New York.)
Newspapers pandered (and
pander) to our visceral tastes.
We were fed a steady diet of
curious carnage from the torso
murders to the Lindbergh baby.
But God Bless Marconi. Without him, we never would have
had that marvelous radio broadcast of the Hindenburg erupting.
As mass media mushroomed,
there was a death along the
way: mourning.
We became desensitized, callous. We weren't allowed to
grieve for more than 24 hours.
When things were calamitous
enough to penetrate our thick
skins, we were force-fed the
details. We digested the Kennedy and King tragedies in
about the time it takes to digest
a sirloin steak.
And we haven't lost our sick
fascination.
Tuesday, ABC, NBC, CBS,
CNN and the rest of the alphabet
turned the space shuttle Challenger into a Roman-candle
sideshow. We in the newspaper
industry (though we like to think
otherwise) are as guilty as our
brethren in television.
We were bombarded with
images of seven humans vaporizing until our eyes hurt. Today,
we can laugh lightly about it.
We saw it in slow-motion and
super slow-motion from half a
dozen different angles. We puzzled over the swiftness of the
explosion. Our hearts bled along
with those of Christa McAuliffe's family as the cameras
closed in on their reaction.
And we watched.
Barnard, a senior journalism
major from Cleveland, is editor
of The News.
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system of law and order would
be useless.
I agree with Schmidt that "life
This is in response to the arti- (is a) precious, one-time fling
cle "Capital Punishment Sense- with physical existence." But
less" which appeared in The BG this does not mean that we
should be allowed to kill others
News January 22.
The article was well written; to get ahead in life without the
however, it needs to be looked at fear of being punished. Life imin more depth. Schmidt's tone of prisonment is punishment, but
are already overthe article was that capital pun- prisons
ishment is indeed senseless be- crowded and occasional riots
cause executing the criminal occur. Prisoners get recreation,
does not bring the dead victim spending money and various
back to life. His view is correct, other benifits without ever havbut should the killer be allowed ing to worry about paying any
to live in jail as do other crimi- bills. Is this type of punishment
enough?
nals guilty of lesser crimes?
Some very serious crimes
When a baby is born into society, he is taught the norms of have risen sharply since 1960:
that society. If he does not con- manslaughter from 5.1 to 10.2
form to his parent's rules, he is per 100,000; forcible rape from
Eunished. But what about after 9.6 to 36.4; robbery from 60.1 to
243.5; and aggravated assault
IC child reaches adulthood?
Should the adult be allowed to from 86.1 to 290.6 (Jan Gorecki,
live by the rules which he thinks 1983).
With crimes rising this
is right? Obviously not. That is
why there is a judicial system in quickly in the absence of harsh
penalties,
should capital punishAmerica. This system has set
the types of punishment for cer- ment be ended? If a criminal
tain crimes, the most severe can read a newspaper, he could
being capital punishment. These see that most condemned killers
rules are known to all adults and never are executed because of
if one does not conform to these, the many ways to obtain a stay
he should expect to be punished. of execution. (This in itself tells
If there was no punishment, the' the killer he may never face his
by Philip Ridenour

sentence.)
These stays, as Schmidt says,
increase the price of an execution to almost $1 million. However, Schmidt also says that the
price of life imprisonment is
only $350,000. This figure is astounding ! For example, if a prisoner eats three meals a day at $4
each, this would cost $131,400 for
thirty years. However, add the
Crice of a guard for twenty-four
ours a day for 30 years and the
Erice jumps to $1.3 million - a
uge difference from $350,000.
But the biggest argument of
all is the "right" of the prisoner
to live. The main fact is that the
Erisoner murdered another,
nowing the punishment if he
was caught. Did the killer think
about how his actions would
affect the family or friends of
the victim? An excellent example of this is Alton Coleman and
his spree of killings and sexual
abuse in the summer of 1984. Are
we safe from him although he is
in jail? If he is not punished,
what would stop others from
doing the same acts? But most
of all, how would you or I feel if
our friend or family had been
one of his victims?
The best public opinion I have
read is that of professor Buron

M. Leiser, philosophy chairman
at Drake University:
"Because human life is sacred, the death penalty should
be restored with all deliberate
speed. As a former advocate of
abolition of capital punishment,
I write these words with deep
regret, for the humanitarian
motives of those who oppose the
deliberate execution of any man
who must find a sympathetic
echo in the heart of every person
who has an ounce of compassion
within him. However, those very
humanitarian objectives inevitably lead to the conclusion that
some persons must be put to
death. And anyone ought, in my
opinion, to agree that the death
penalty is an evil that cannot be
avoided so long as some men
continue to disregard the vital
interests of their fellow men."

a success. These students are
dedicated to our cause and have
been working hard, laughing
hard and feeling good about
helping others in need.
What prognosis can be
reached? Is a sampling of 65
dedicated students among a student population of over 16,000
indicative of an involved community or an apathetic campus?
I leave you to decide, and I
challenge you to become in-

volved. We still need workers
and dancers to take part in the
Superdance Feb. 21-22. Those
interested can call the Kohl Hall
front desk for information.
Perhaps the University does
suffer from a mild case of "student apathy." I believe this infection is treatable and we must
all do our part to determine its
cure.
Peter F. Troiano
145 Kohl Hail

This shift from one side of
capital punishment to the other
by a major professor and abolitionist should indicate to society
that all facts should be considered and dealt with before labeling a form of punishment,
especially execution, as senseless and a waste of a human life.
Ridenour is a sophomore accounting major from Lima.

Letters
Apathy not found
As a Student Affairs practitioner and a graduate student in
the field of College Student Personnel, I have often come in
contact with the crippling and
highly contagious disease
termed "student apathy." This
illness enters the student body
through the narrow-minded or
unmotivated and breeds well in
an environment resistant to
change.
Since arriving in Bowling
Green six months ago I have
heard many hint that our University is infected. The symptoms - indifference, lack of
involvement and limited awareness-are evident to even the
untrained eye, it is said. As with
any diagnosis, a closer examination and a second opinion are in
order.
Last November I began planning for an event which has
taken place at the University for
the past 11 years, a 24-hour
dance marathon, known as Superdance, to benefit the Muscu-

lar Dystrophy Association.
Faced with this monumental
task the logical first step was to
solicit as much student participation as possible. I began my
crusade across campus and was
greeted time after time not with
indifference or apathy, but with
support and encouragement.
The result of this drive to recruit
has been a group of about 65
students working on eight committees to make Superdance '86

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berkc Breathed
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Ghanaian student
educated in U.S.
Knowledge will go home to help country
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

One University student's journey to America to study, in
order to gain the knowledge
needed to help serve his people,
has lead to several accomplishments.
Paul Poku, 28, left his West
African homeland of Ghana in
1977 and, nine years later, has a
bachelor's degree and two master's degrees. He is also working
on a doctorate in diplomatic
r in the University history
: SAID he wants to take his
education back home.
"I would like to return to
Ghana and serve ray people in
public life," Poku said. "I would
like to run for the presidency of
Ghana someday."
BG News/Peter Fellman

Paul Poku
Influenza
D Continued from page 1.
The report also stated that the
flu problem this year has been

mainly in Texas, Pennsylvania,
Alaska and Hawaii.
Kaplan said the flu rate is
generally higher in late January
and February. The number of

Ventian Court Retort
Apartments
*J

reported flu cases at the Health
Center has been low this year,
he said.
Information so far this year
indicates this winter will not

have abnormally high rates for
the flu in the United States, he
said.
Tomorrow's story deals with
the flu vaccine.

Poku already enjoys a certain
amount of prestige in his country, as his father was the former
Anglican Bishop of Ghana before his death seven years ago.
In addition, one of Poku's five
older brothers served as Ghana's defense secretary until the
civilian government lost power
during a military takeover in
September 1962.
Many members of his family

63 Isle of Venice
**
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33301
Tel. (305) 325-2233 — call collect

"America is seen outside of
America as Paradise," he said.
"It's where everything is right,
everything is perfect.
"I wanted to experience this,
and the values that make America great," Poku said. "After
being here for almost nine
Sears, my view that America is
le greatest nation in the world
is unchanged."
Poku said law school is in his
future plans.

FILM DEVELOPING
3'/?" SINGLE PRINTS

CLASSES STARTING

February 9

12exp.
15 ex p.
24 oxp.
36 oxp.

C Ai i OaVrS « V| MMGS ft «t I HI NOS

Students welcome for Spring Break '66. Apartments,
efficiencies and hotel rooms to accommodate two to ten
persons, all around $20 per person per night. Barbecues,
laundry, pool, moid service.

HE STUDIED studied at
Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio,
where he received a Bachelor of
Arts degree in history and economics in 1981. Poku then attended Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, in Indiana, Pennsylvania, earning a Master's in
public affairs in 1983.
In 1984 he came to Bowling
Green and obtained a Master's
in political science, specializing
in public law in 1985.
Poku believes he is fortunate
to be studying in the United
States.

PROCESSING BY
FOTOMAT LABS

k'mko's

THERE'S STILLTIME TO PREPARE

are also succesful, he said.
His brother and sister are
doctors, while another brother
teaches physics in Ghana. Also,
two other brothers work in Massachusetts, one as a engineer
and one as an insurance agent.

(419) 536-3701
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only

1.99

only 2.69
only 3.99
only 5.99

325 E. Wooster

354-3977
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Go Backpacking with

Si

where: Tar Hollow, Ohio
when: Feb. 1 & 2
cost: $20, equipment provided
$10 deposit required with
sign-up
For more information, call the
UAO Office at 372-2343
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Complete the order form below for your 1986
KEY Yearbook and be eligible for you and a guest to
experience Daytona Beach-a $430°° value!
Trips organized by &M through Echo Travel, Inc. include:
'7 nights accommodations at the Desert Inn-Quad occupancy. Stay
right in the middle of the action. Desert Inn has a restaurant lounge, color
TV, air conditioning, indoor pool, outdoor pool with one the largest decks
on the beach. ($25 refundable room deposit not Included.)
'Round trip motor coach transportation-Departs Fri., March 21,
returns Sun., March 30, 1986.
'Pool deck parties & activities every day.
'Optional excursions to Disney World, Epcot; Hawaiian Luas,
Party boats and more.
'All taxes and gratuities.

ENTRIES due in the KEY office, 28 West Hallby Fit, Feb.14,5 pm

automatically entered
in this raffle.
\i

Key staff members & volunteers ineligible
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Partials partly due to low report returns
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

A low return on demand analysis
reports may be partially responsible
for the number of partial schedules
sent to students, registrar Cary Brewer
said.
Demand analyses are the listings of
students' requests for sections and
classes sent to departments by the
registrar.
Brewer said he did not know what

percentage of the demand analysis was
returned, but the return on those analysis has been very low over the past few
years.
"Over a five year period, there has
been a reduction in the attention paid to
them (the demand analyses)," he said.
Brewer said departments returning
the analysis, but not implementing any
changes based on them are also a
problem.
With the data from the reports, the
departments can make changes, such
as canceling under-requested classes

and creating new sections of over-requested classes, he said.
However, departments are limited in
the number of changes that can be
made by the amount of available faculty, he said.
THE MAIN reason for partial schedules is the law of supply and demand,
Brewer said, and it would be almost
impossible to eliminate partial schedules with the present system.
Brewer said that he hopes that a new

BG foreign enrollment growing
limits in the program.

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

While other colleges may possess greater resources and
larger staffs to serve international students, the University
continues to draw a large foreign student population, aceording to one University
administrator.

"We have a good record of
recruiting international students, although we do not have
the ability to recruit or the facilities to take care of students in
the way that other state universities such as Ohio University
and University of Toledo can,
Daye said.

MORE THAN 400 internaDouglas Dave, professor of
philosophy and director of the tional students were enrolled at
Center for International Pro- the University in the fall of 1985,
grams, said that enrollment of compared to 309 the previous
foreign students has increased year. Foreign student enrollover the past two years despite ment has increased by 35 per —
>MM///WM»mww/mfmm

cent over the past two years,
while the national average was
below three percent, Daye said.
Other universities have language institutes where an international student can be brought
from zero English proficiency to
fluency. Although this may entice foreign students, the University has has a solid recruiting
program that attracts foreign
students.
"We send catalogues and program information to 70 different
countries," he said.
CONTACTS ARE made in a
number of ways. Embassies,
consulates, scholarship agencies and foreign student advisory agencies are used to make
contacts with students, he said.
When University faculty
travel abroad to teach or work
on research, they also refer students to Bowling Green, Daye
said. He also travels while researching and presenting papers and working to establish
relations with foreign high
school students.
"We send five to seven thousand letters to, and in response
to governments, scholarship
agencies, universities and individual students," Daye said.
"Most of the international students were in the top 10 percent
of their high school class, and
have excellent GPAs," he said.

Winter Clearance
Fall — Winter Merchandise

#
Entire Stock

Sweaters
Skirts
Pants
Suits
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will be shown as
the conclusion of
UAO's Come dy
Week tonight at
9:30 p.m. in 210
MS. Admission is
$1.
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PHOTO SPECIALS!

Universty students need to
do a little more than Just
listen when enjoying artists
such as Ozzie Os bourne,
Prince or John Cougar Mellencamp, according to a
spokesman for the Catholic
Diocese of Toledo.

NOW!

79.

"The music industry is
smart in knowing who it is
appealing to. There is a disunity between parents and
kids. Heavy metal music
likes this disunity. They want
this to happen," tie said. _

They need to identify their
values in order to make
judgments about lyric content, Tom Puszczewicz.
voung adult coordinator of
the diosese, said in his lecture, "A Rock Music Rating
System: Censorship?", at the
University Tuesday night.
The presentation was sponsored by the University Christian Campus Ministries in
conjunction with Values and
Ethics Week.

In addition to the mixed
values in rock-and-roll albums, subliminal messages
of spiritual and Satanic connotations revealed to the listener when the album is
played backwards, known as
backward masking, is also
evident, he said.

Puszczewicz compared the
mixed values of heavy metal
music to the explosive sound
made when he hammered a
cap on a log.

One song which has spiritual backward masking is
Prince's sexually provacative song Darling Nlkki.
Played backwards, the song
says "Hello/How are you?/I
am fine/Because I know the
Lord is coming soon."
"Prince is a guy who says 'I
want to take you to bed and I
love Jesus' in the same
breath," Puszczewicz said.

"That's heavy metal music. It's loud, it's abrasive,"
he said. "In it's purest form,
it is neither good nor bad."
An example of both the
Cd and bad extremes in a
vy metal group can be
found in the lyrics and actions
of Ozzy Osbourne, he said.
Although Puszczewicz
pointed out that the performer has bitten off a bat's
head and has an album called
Bark at the Moon, his music
has positive lyrics such as

Backward masking is controversial since it has not
been decided whether or not
the listener can detect the
hidden messages, be said.
"There is back-masking in
music that the audio in your

"I prefer to emphasize the
positive." he said, referring
to uplifting songs such as Lay
Your Hands by the Thompson
Twins, Rick Springfield's Celebrate Youth. Annie Lennox's and Aretnra Franklin's
Sisters Are Data' It For
Themselves, U-2's Pride/in
the Name of Love, which refers to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., and Walk of Life by Dire
Straits.
Because of these two extremes of music found in
Puszczewicz's evaluations,
the conflicting values make
the individual s choice of music difficult.
"People like black and
white values. Life is not black
and white. It is gray," he
said.
One of these organizations
which has made an effort to
interpret the gray is the Parents' Music Resource Center,
which wants to print the lyrics of albums outside on the
cover. Pusczcewicz does not
believe this would be a good
move.
"It's a form of censorship. I
think that it has to be an open
market. You have to make
your stand with your dollar. If
Ci make a stand outside of
t, you tell people how to
spend their money," he said.

•C**.'^

SPRIN6FEST '86
will be a reality on

Saturday, April 26
Organizing Committee needs a few good students
to help shape this year's event
_
...
Deadline:
APPV/^v405 Student Services
Mon., Feb. 3,5 p.m.
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PUSZCEWICZ also said the
symbolic, frustrated and nonverbal messages in heavy
metal music appeal to adolescents.

mind can't pick up," Puszczewicz said.
HOWEVER, he does not
find all rock-and-roll music to
contain frustrating or oppressive messages.
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Your pictures deserve quality photofinishing!....Plus! ...We give
you overnight photo service! Bring your next roll of film to us lor
Quality Photofinishingf ...Our Blue Ribbon Photo Lab
processes your film on the latest in modem equipment by
experts on Kodak Paper with Kodak Chemicals.then checked
by our Quality Control Technicians. Find out how good your
color prints can be....Shop and
compare!....Plus, we give you last overPAPER
night serviceL.ASK FOR DETAILS!

CLIP & SAVEl

With this system, "the whole idea of
partial schedules goes out the window," he said.
Before the system can be implemented, its exact function will have to
be defined by the University, Brewer
said.

"Maybe it's not too late/To
learn how to love/And not to
hate."

by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
• BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY *

With this system, which is already
being used at Brigham Young University, students call the computer with a
touch-tone phone, and a voice response
box answers them, Brewer said.

The students then enter identification
numbers and register for courses by
punching in section numbers, he said.
The computer tells students they are
registered for the courses or that the
course is full.

Speaker: Assess values
when choosing music

m

* DL fonder fJl
V/M/MlMAtta

•I

system using the latest technology can
be implemented in the next two or
three years that will eliminate the
whole idea of partial schedules.
He said the University is looking at
telephone data digital entry systems as
an alternative to the present computer
system.
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Religion
interest
rising

Young couple boasts 44 children
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

One area couple has been
married for two years and
has 44 kids. In addition, each
has two jobs, and yet. they
still have time to spend quiet
hours together.
It may sound unbelievable,
but Jeff and Sue Gardner
actually have only one child
of their own. The additional 43
are the student residents at
St. Thomas More University
Parish.
For the past two years, the
Gardners nave been housing
directors for the University
parish.
The two decided to become
housing directors because
they thought it would be an
interesting experience, Jeff
said.
"It gave us the opportunity
to work at St. Thomas with
the people," he said.
Before becoming a housing
director at St. Thomas More,
Sue was an residence advisor
(RA) at Offenhauer Towers.
The Gardners are responsible for the rooms the parish
rents to college students.
JEFF SAID they handle
housing contracts, collect the
rent and coordinate activities
such as Halloween and

Church leaders say
students more active
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

Within the past year, several
campus ministries and volunteer organizations have noticed
an increase in student attendance.
Steve Schertzinger, campus
minister of Active Christians
Today (ACT), said one reason
for this increase is due to insecurities.
"Traditionally, students are
more insecure (in college), and
they look for stability, Schertzinger said.
At the St. John's Episcopal
Church, there has been a slight
increase in student attendance,
according to the Rev. James
Trautwein. He attributes this to
the American lifestyle changing
spontaneously.
"The increase occurs in cycles," Trautwein said. "It is
only a social cycle."
The cycle may also be a result
of uncertainty, he said. Some
students visit congregations
other than their own religion
duringtheir college years.
St. Thomas More University
Parish's congregation has a
large percentage of University
students.
ASSOCIATE PASTOR Herb
Weber said even though there
are many families who attend
church yearly, the students
make-up 7M5% of the parish.
"Students tell me that they
need something extra to keep
them going. The Church gives
them meaning and strength," he
said.
Weber said he hasn't noticed
any significant increase in student attendance, but most of his
parishioners attend simply because they enjoy it.
Church is not the only place
, students turn for values. In addi; tion, many are volunteering for
; social programs.
For example, Paul Hard| grove, director of campus broth■ ers with the Volunteers in
' Progress program, said there
.has been a 30% increase in student volunteers.
I "More students have an inters' est to get involved so they can do
•something good," Hardgrove
:■stated.

Technology
' Continued from page 1.
they expressed concern about
the consistency of their academic programs, especially
when a new instructor entered
the course during the term.
"New instructors have no idea
where we are in classes, what

Glenn
D Continued from page 1.
go to people who are involved in
the very basic research."
Glenn said he met with National Aeronautics and Space
Administration officials at the
launch center and reviewed
tapes of the accident.
He said he believed it is possible that the cause of the accident
may not be found because of the
extensive disintegration of the

Christmas parties.
But the living situation also
has advantanges in addition
to responsibilities. Having 43
students close by can come in
handy when it comes to taking care of their four-monthold son, Ryan Zachary.
"We go out a lot, and the
residents are kind enough to
babysit," he said.
The Gardners not only have
time to be parents ana housing directors, but enjoy other
careers as well. Jeff is a flight
instructor at the University;
Sue is a teacher at the Early
Childhood Development Center.
Even with this busy schedule, Jeff said having many
jobs has its advantages.
"It has taught us to be
organized and responsible,"
he said. "We can't let things
go"

Being aiuorganized person
also gives Sue a chance to
relax with her son, she said.
This includes trips to the Student Recreation Center for
Ryan's swimming lessons.
Jeff said the couple may
leave their jobs as housing
directors in August to continue their careers.
"I want to pursue my career in commercial aviation,
and Sue wants to pursue her
career in teaching," he said.

Jeff and Sue Gardner sit with their four-month-old son. Ryan Zachary. in the living room of their
apartment at St. Thomas More University Parish. The Gardners have been housing directors there for
two years.

our abilities are," one said.
"We're getting a hodgepodge of
stuff. It's just not consistent."
Streichler said it is the college's policy to hire employees
from the private sector parttime.
"They bring in talents that
augment and supplement the

work of our faculty," he said.
Streichler said the lack of faculty members was disturbing
and he shared some of the student's frustration.
"The demand of students, as
well as the faculty's, hasn't been
fulfilled. We are working very
hard to correct that."

spacecraft. However, he said he
could make no prediction about
that.

space program because of the
accident.
Glenn also said he does not
believe that NASA's schedule of
sending up a shuttle every few
weeks was too ambitious.
"They didn't cut corners on
that," he said. "They set the
schedule by the available personnel and by what needed to be
done before every flight."

The Challenger had been the
workhorse of a four-ship fleet.
Glenn said he believes it was a
mistake not to build five shuttles
originally and that he would
favor construction of another
craft. The senator added that he
does not believe there will be
any less enthusiasm among congressional supporters of the
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Floor, University Union

• COME IN AND TRY OUR NEW MENU
DAILY SPECIALS
MON
TUES
WED
THURS
FRI

Enchilada. Retried Beans, Spanish Rice
Egg Foo Young with Fried Rice
Spaghetti with Garlic Bread and Cheese. All You
Can Eat
BAR BQ Ribs All You Can Eat with Ro0 and
Vegetable
Chicken Stir Fry, Chow Mein Noodles and a Fortune
Cookie

MON-THURSllJOanlJOpm «.30pm-7JOim
FRI
11 30 am -1:30 pm

$3.00
$3.00

'FoolCaipotB
accepted alter 4:30 pro

Off-Campus
Housing Fair
• Landlords and University representatives will be present to
discuss problems and answer
questions concerning all aspects of Off-Campus Life.
• A price list of available apartments will be provided.
• The Student Legal Services
will be available to discuss
problems about rental
agreements.
Tuesday, February 4

7 - 9 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

Free and Open to All
Recognize those students,
administrators and staff members
who have contributed their efforts
for the University successes.

$2.75
$2.75
$3 oo;

Refreshments Served
Sponsored By: Off-Campus Housing Office
Student Consumer Union, and
Student Legal Services

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
372-8248 or 372-2458
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BG student studies in England
Student says British
lifestyle differs
greatly from U.S.

Tax time
services
offered
by Jarad O. Wadley
staff reporter

by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is offering nationwide services to assist
taxpayers with their 1906 federal income tax returns.
And among the ways to help
speed up the filing of returns
is a toll-free telephone connection.
The telephone service,
Tele-Tax, is a system which
provides recorded tapes on
approximately 150 topics
such as filing requirements,
itemized deductions and tax
credlBr according to Rollie
Woods, public affairs officer
for the IRS in the Cleveland
district
"The service is offered 24
hours, seven days a week,
year-round for individuals using push-button (tone signaling) telephones," Woods said.
For individuals using rotary/pulse dial telephones, the
service is offered Monday
through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., he said.

Experiencing a new culture
was not limited to taking a foreign language class for one University student, who last
semester experienced the
trendy lifestyles of college students in Norwich, England.
"It's the opportunity of a lifetime," said Melissa Mattison,
sophomore communications
major, who studied at the University of East Anglia through
the Center for International Programs.
"To study there as a student
just drew me in right away. I
knew I had to do it, she said.
Last semester, 28 University
students and Donald Callen, assistant professor of philosophy,
lived in Norwich, which is two
hours north of London.
Tuition for the semester was
$2,355, excluding the $500 to $600
airfare.
Mattison said the students
found that the University of East
Anglia, which has approximately 3500 students, was not as
hard as they expected.
ALTHOUGH the school has
ten-week terms, she said the
Bowling Green students had
four hours of classes every day
for five weeks before the English students started school.
After the first five weeks, students had eight hours of classes
a week.
In addition to studying about
Norwich, the medical system
and the British political system,
the American students went on
several two-hour field trips
around the city.
Class work was also different
than they expected, as the

BG News/Joe Phetan

Melissa Mattison
American students at East Anglia only studied about England
and Norwich, she said.
Mattison, who studied in the
School of England and American Studies, said housing was
also unlike that here at the University.
Students could either live in
dormitories four miles from
campus or with "bed and breakfast or "B and B" families,
where students paid $12 a night
for room and board.
"It's a hotel but just like a
person's house," she said.
SOCIAL LIFE outside of the

Give a hoot. L\mt pollute.

school was also a new experience for Mattison. She said that
instead of the Bowling Green
bars, England has pubs with a
more relaxed atmosphere.
Pubs are different from bars
as they have comfortable
booths, couches and chairs, fireplaces and carpeting.
"You don't have people hurling on top of each other spilling
beer. It's more social drinking,
she said.
After the pubs close around 11
p.m., Mattison said students
then go to discotheques.
"Americans go out to get
drunk. English go out to dance,"

she said. "It was a way of meeting people - being out socially."
Mattison, who compared the
discos to Uptown bar, said one of
reasons they are so popular is
the different types of dance music played. Including groups
such as UB-40, King, Colonel
Abrams and Level 42.
"It's so up-to-date. It's so new.
The whole point is that it's new
and you haven't heard it before/ she said.
THE MUSIC was not the only
thing new for Mattison, who said
that students in England are

Give a hoot. Don't pollute.

more fashion-oriented, wearing
dresses, stockings and dress
pants instead of jeans.
"The English aren't afraid to
have their own look. They're not
clones," she said.
This look often includes more
punk rockers than Bowling
Green. More often seen at rock
concerts than on campus, they
exhibit frosted or dyed hair colors of orange and blue, she said.
The sides of the head are shaved
for a mohawk or a "flattop,"
where the hair sticks up three to
four inches across the top of the
head.

Give a hoot. Don't pollute.

A LISTING of the tapes is
included in the 1985 Federal
inco-ne tax instruction booklet.
Individuals filing their
taxes also have another way
to gain assistance through the
local seminars being conducted by IRS representatives.
The special tax seminars
offer free help in filing income tax returns by the April
15 deadline.
"In the seminars, the representatives will review recent federal tax law
changes," Woods said.
Taxpayers may also visit
the IRS offices in various
cities on scheduled days. IRS
personnel will be on duty to
assist those in preparing their
1985 federal income tax returns, he said.

ETHICAL CHOICES
&«
IN A
PLURALISTIC WORLD
Thursday, January 30 Events:
ir "Over the line: A Moral Response lo Social Injustice
through Civil Disobedience"
Rev. Peter Dougherty, Rev. Bill Kellerman
4:00 p.m. Faculty Lounge, 2nd Floor Union
— Co-sponsored by the Social Justice Committee and Social Philosophy and Policy Center
* "Abortion: The Question that Won't Go Away"
Dr. Leonard Weber
7:30 p.m. 220 Math/Science Building
— Co-sponsored by College of Health and
Human Services
SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CAMPUS MINISTRIES
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State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light State
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insurance companies. Through
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Profs book salutes Ohioans
by Amanda Stein
reporter

The author of "Ohio Woman,"
considers himself an Ohio man.
even though he was bom and
raised in northern California.
Phillip O'Connor, English professor and founder anddirector
of the University's Creative
Writing program, wrote the novella as a tribute to the people of
Ohio.
He said he remembers telling
bis wife when they came to
Bowling Green 13 years ago that
they would stay in the area for a
few years and then move on.
But after raising his children
here, O'Connor said be began to
realize the stability that exists in
a smaller town.
"Neighborliness is something
you don't have in big cities like
San Francisco (where he
worked before coming to Bowling Green). Everyone is anony-

mous, be said. "Here there is
friendliness and a certain degree of predictability."
It is out of respect for this way
of life that O'Connor became
interested in writing "Ohio
Woman".
The setting
is Liberty
Flats, a fictitious small
town in
Northwestern Ohio sim1 1 a r to
Bowling
Green. The
connection, F*''"P
however, is O'Connor
never made by the author in the
book.
"I pictured Bowling Green as
the town, but I didn't use the
name in order to have more
liberty. I would have had to get
all the names of the streets,
people, etc. exactly right," he

BUT THERE ARE many similarities and references to this
area. Perrysburg, Napoleon and
Tiffin are mentioned, as well as
the Portage River.
The weather in Liberty Flats
also bears a striking resemblance to that of Bowling Green.
"Ohio Woman" is the story of
Bomta Gamble Rumbard, who
is "as old as this century save
four months."
She fights against a government plan to build an interchange across her family land.
"I dont personally know anyone as old as Bonite, but I talked
to people and that gave me a lot
of my Ideas," O'Connor said.
"Bonite has a lot of my attitudes and ideas, especially towards authority and
government. She also represents the attitudes of older
people I respect who have had
their individual rights threatened," be said.

BONITA IS really the
spokeswoman of the past to the
current generation, according to
O'Connor.
"I'm angry at the way older
people are treated by the young.
In literature, the younger ones
always go to the older ones for
advice, he said."Nowadays, we
tend to think that the best advice
comes from computers."
O'Connor also wrote "Stealing
Home." a novel which won an
award for Best First Novel of
the Year in 1979.
Before that he wrote the short
story collection "Old Morals,
Small Continents, Darker
Times," which won him the
Iowa School of Letters Award
for Short Fiction in 1971.
He hopes to have "Ohio
Woman" appear in book form
soon along with two other novellas. One of those is already written.

'Operation ID' aims Listening Lab
moves to library
to stop that thief
Bicycles and books are two
items stolen most often, and
two that are easy to retrieve
under Campus Safety and Security's "Operation ID."
According to Crime Prevention aikfCommunity Relations Coordinator Charlotte
Stams the program centers
around engraving personal
items with a code, such as a
social security number.
"If an item is identified
(with a social security number), we have more of an
opportunity to locate it," she
Sterns said it's difficult for
an officer to distinguish possibly stolen property if there is
no engraving.
Many bicycles, radios and
televisions look alike and can
only be identified by code, she

said.
Residence halls have engravers to mark possessions
and students are encouraged
to mark their own books with
pen or highlighter. Stams
said local book stores are
helpful and often successful
in retrieving stolen books if
they are properly marked.
Engravers are also available for off-campus students.
Students who Join "Operation ID." by filing a card with
their dorm indicating all their
engraved items, will be eligible for a drawing on February 14.
Sterns said prizes include
dinner certificates for two at
eight area restaurants.
Prout Hall won last year's
"Operation I.D.," which was
held between residence halls.
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nient for students. The hours
will allow them to use the services at night," Hughes said.

The Listening Laboratory will
hold its services in Rm. 118 (the
Reserve Room) of the library
under the supervision of Janet
Hughes.

According to Dr. Keith Bernhard, director of the instructional media center, the space
formerly devoted to the listening
lab is now used as a material
production laboratory.
"Students can make transparencies, posters and banners in
the lab," he said.

Hughes said the lab was
moved from Room 206 of the
Education Building to provide
additional hours for use of items
such as video cassette recorders
(VCRs), slide projectors, video
monitors and cassette recorders
for tapes.
"It will make it more conve-

Bernhard also said the students will be able to reach the
Listening Lab easier since its
new location is closer to the
dormatories.

************************
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The Education Building's loss
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Akron residents mourn loss of Resnik
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - This was
a city in mourning yesterday as
religious and civic leaders
planned a memorial service for
astronaut Judith Resnik, an Akron native lulled when the space
shuttle Challenger disintegrated
in a ball of fire.
"She was so young, so full of
promise. And such a wonderful
person," said teacher Barbara
Roduner, a childhood friend of
Resnik, one of seven shuttle
crew members killed Tuesday
when the Challenger exploded 74
seconds after liftoff at Cape Canaveral.
Preparations were under way
for a 1 p.m. memorial service
tomorrow for Resnik at Temple
Israel, where her father, Akron
optometrist Dr. Marvin Resnik,
is a member.
Temple Israel Rabbi David
Horowitz said he will conduct

the ceremony along with Rabbi
Abraham Feffer of the the Beth
El Congregation, where Resnik
was a member during her childhood years.
Gov. Richard Celeste plans to
attend the memorial service and
participate in it, said Gina Matheny, a press aide for the governor.
THE AKRON Board of Education and the city of Akron announced yesterday they plan to
establish a scholarship fund in
the name of Resnik. The scholarship will be awarded annually
to a young woman interested in
studying space and aeronautical
engineering, school Superintendent Conrad Ott and Mayor Tom
Sawyer said at a Joint news
conference.
Resnik, who eventually obtained a doctorate degree in
electrical engineering during

Jackson renounces
drug, alcohol abuse
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
Rev. Jesse Jackson stopped
in Columbus yesterday to
speak to supporters at a
breakfast and later to high
school students, whom he
urged to restructure their
lives and renounce drug and
alcohol abuse.
Jackson, a candidate for
the 1984 Democratic Party
nomination for president, told
supporters of his Rainbow
Coalition that they should
persevere despite a lack of
electoral success.

"We must know that we
have talent, and we have the
will and the confidence to
redirect the course of our
nation," Jackson said.
Later, in a speech before
students at East High School,
Jackson won enthusiastic ap61ause and cheers as he urged
le students to renounce
drugs, alcohol and teen-age
sex.
"You must say no to drugs,
no to alcohol, no to babies
making babies...," he said.
"You must give life a chance.
That's your challenge."

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD
— BO. —

her university studies, graduated from Firestone High
School in 1966. She also attended
Fairlawn Elementary School
and Simon Perkins Junior High
School.
Ott said there are plans to
name the new library at Firestone in honor of Resnik and to
have a statue of her erected at
one of the schools she attended.
A community memorial service
also is being^ planned by city and
school officials, but no date has
yet been set.
David Halpcrn, a Summit
County Juvenile Court probation
officer moved by the deaths of
the astronauts, called the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland to suggest
naming seven of the recently
discovered moons of Uranus after the astronauts.

"IT'S THE present outer limits," he said, "and that seems
svmbolic to me - that these people wanted to get to the stars."
City religious leaders Wednesday morning called for all
churches and synagogues to
hold a "time of silence, prayer
and reflection" this weekend.
Elsewhere in Ohio, radio stations went off the air, students
penned letters of sympathy and
private citizens planned their
own observances in honor of
Resnik and the other shuttle
crew members, including
schoolteacher Christa McAuliffe.
In Toledo, eight radio stations
went off the air for one minute at
11:39 a.m. to observe a moment
of silence for the crew members.
WKLR-AM program director
Gary Shores said the obser-

"They had signed up to watch
her lessons," said Jean George,
an education aide at West
Franklin Elementary School
near Columbus. "Now they want
to write sympathy letters to her
family."
AT THE SUGAR Grove campus of Dayton Christian Schools,
teacher Sheila Falknor said her
20 fifth- and sixth-graders were
listening to NASA radio transmissions over a ham radio when
the explosion occurred. They
immediately asked to send letters of sympathy.
"That helped out to kind of
relieve some of the feelings they

had," she said. "I think it was
comforting to them."
Several of the students included Bible verses and two
included pictures of the shuttle
that they had drawn.
In Centerville, Ohio, environmental sciences teacher James
Rowley said he was trying to
help his high school students
deal with what they had seen
when they saw the shuttle explode before them during a live
television broadcast.
"What I'm saying to them is
that the space program is going
to go on as our lives are going to
So on," said Rowley, 38, one of
Wo's two Teacher-in-Space
candidates. "People say this
country doesn't have neroes
anymore. I told my students this
morning that we have seven."

Semifinalist reflects on disaster
Teacher helps students to understand their feelings about shuttle incident
CENTERVILLE, Ohio (AP) A day after the space shuttle
disaster, James Rowley, one of
Ohio's Teacher-in-Space semifinalists, was back in the classroom, helping his students and
himself decipher their feelings
about what had happened.
"What I'm saying to them is
that the space program is going
to go on as our lives are going to
go on," said Rowley, 38, an
environmental sciences teacher
at Centerville High School in
suburban Dayton. "People say
this country doesn't have heroes
anymore. I told my students this
morning that we have seven."
Rowley had said Tuesday, after he and his class watched the
ill-fated flight on television, that
he was concerned about how his
two young sons would take the
news and the realization that he

could have been on that flight.
The shuttle carried Christa
McAuliffe of Concord, N.H., who
was to be the first teacher in
space.

chance. But he said that before making that decision again,
he would have to be more aware
of his family's feelings about the
dangers.

dents in three classes that life
was a game that can be cut short
at any time, and asked them to
write or speak about their feelings.

Rowley said he and his sons
talked for about 30 minutes
Tuesday night and discovered
his fears were mostly unfounded.
"THEY STILL think they
might go into space. That's the
unbelievable resiliency of
youth," Rowley said.

He used a three-paragraph
statement of his philosophy that
he wrote in April during the
Teacher-in-Space selection
process as his lesson plan yesterday.

Typical was senior Bernie
Lenrow, who said, "Part of us
died with the crew of the Challenger yesterday.... I think the
space program must go on."
Rowley, who said he was
touched by bis students' re. wore his Teacher-inace Lapel pin. It is a picture of
shuttle flying through a
torch, symbolizing learning.

"Joe and John helped me last
night with their simple and pure
view of what happened, and my
high school students helped today with their more sophisticated view. So the teaching goes
both ways," he said yesterday.
Rowley said that if offered the
opportunity to fly the shuttle, he
personally would jump at the

CHARLESTOWN
=APARTMENTS=Z

BO'S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

vance was timed precisely 24
hours after the tragedy.
In Columbus and Dayton,
school pupils said they wanted to
write letters of sympathy to the
family of McAuliffe.

MID AM MANOR

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—summer
1986 and 1986-87 school year:

In it, he said that man's future
is in the heavens and the path
there cannot be abandoned, yet
we must also realize that our life
is on Earth and our search must
begin in children's minds.
He told approximately 100 stu-

"No one knew that Christa's
flight would be a torch," he said.

VITA
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance trains
you to halp others fill out Federal tax
returns. You or your organization can set
up a VITA program right in your own community. Interested? Contact your IRS office
for details.
II expires 2-4-861

352-7031
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& water included, air conditioning
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Doubles Night
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Western Michigan
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Judge claims age

51 thoroughbreds
killed in barn fire

Ohio high court asked to strike down 1968 constitutional amendment
COLUMBUS (AP) - Attorneys for an appeals court judge
in Cincinnati asked the Ohio
Supreme Court yesterday to
strike down part of the Ohio
Constitution barring people age
70 and older from running in
judicial races, saying the Dan
was arbitrary and unreasonable.
But lawyers for the state arSied that voters had expressed
eir opinion in adopting the age
limit as part of a constitutional
amendment in 1968, and that the
court could not rewrite the Constitution.
Attorney Stanley Chesley told
the high court in oral arguments
that Ohio 1st District Court of
Appeals Judge John Keefe, who
turns 71 on April 24, had become
the "victim of a giant dragnet"
in the constitution.
"Unfortunately, what this
court has got to look at, is do we

rid an incompetent judge by a
clean sweep of all competent
judges," Chesley said. "There is
a prima-facie in that article that
says when you are 70 years old
you are incompetent. That is an
absolute violation of an individual's rights."
Chesley said the mood of the
country about age limits for
candidates had changed since
the amendment was adopted. "I
am standing in a courthouse that
is named for (former) Governor
(James) Rhodes, a very proud
gentleman who has got the right
to run (at age) 76," he said.
Rhodes is seeking the Republican nomination for governor.
ANDREW SUITER of the
Ohio Attorney General's office
said voters had expressed their
opinion on the issue when they
amended the Constitution and
that any unreasonable change

could be reversed by subsequently adopting another
amendment.
"Hie crucial issue here is not
fairness, necessarily, but legality," Sutter said. "As far as the
Ohio Constitution is concerned,
the people have spoken."
James Harper, assistant
Hamilton County prosecutor,
said all political power under the
Ohio Constitution rests with the
people.
"If they decide the General
Assembly will be deleted, it is
gone. That is it," Harper said,
although he acknowledged that
some changes "may not survive
federal constitutional muster."
Keefe's current term on the
court of appeals runs through
Feb. 10, 1987, and he wants to
run this year for re-election. He
contends that Ohio's age restriction also violates the federal law
that prohibits discrimination

based on age.
KEEFE, in preparing his
challenge, has already gone
through the formal process of
being informed by the Hamilton
County Board of Elections that
he is too old to run for judicial
re-election. The elections board
checked with Secretary of State
Sherrod Brown before making
its response to Keefe. An aide to
Brown said the secretary of
state expected Keefe's court
challenge.
Ohio's age limit was adopted
in May 1968. It allows a person
older than 70 to complete a judicial term. It does not apply to
part-time, visiting judges.
Justices gave no indication
when they would announce a
decision. But prompt action is
expected in view of the Feb. 20
deadline for candidates to file
nominating petitions.

Bill aimed at curbing fraudulant claims
COLUMBUS (AP) - A Senateyassed bill which backers
said would help crack down
on health care providers who
swindle insurance companies
and the government through
false claims was approved 8610 by the House yesterday.
"Health care in the United
States has become a multibillion dollar business and
unfortunately not all claims
that are submitted are
valid," Rep. Marc Guthrie,
D-Hebron, said as he presented the bill.
"Fraudulent claims run the
gamut from providers billing
for services that were not
rendered at all to the performance of unnecessary surgery and services in order to

generate more money for
'.lemselves and their corporations," he said.
Guthrie said such fraud
costs consumers billions of
dollars through higher private insurance premiums and
in tax revenues used for
Medicare and Medicaid programs.
The bill would create first
degree misdemeanor and felony offenses dealing with
false insurance claims, conspiracy to defraud health
care insurers, and illegal inducements.
IN ADDITION, it contains
provisions aimed at making it
easier for certain claim
forms and electronic billings
to be used as evidence.

Rep. Joseph Vukovich, DYoungstown, opposed the bill,
citing arguments against it
from the Ohio Prosecuting
Attorneys Association.
"We fail to understand how
the reenactment of current
law concerning theft and
false statements, in different
langugage, in the insurance
code, makes any positive contribution to anything," John
Murphy, the group's executive director, said in a letter
to Vukovich.
"On the contrary, we believe that the resulting duplication and confusion will
unnecessasrily complicate
and frustrate prosecution of
these cases," Murphy wrote.
The bill now goes back to

the Senate for consideration
of changes made by the
House.
In other action, representatives took the first legislative
steps needed to revive a previously-defeated bill requiring auto emissions testing in
the Cleveland and Cincinnati
areas.
THE HOUSE voted 76-20 to
reconsider the measure,
which was defeated 54-41 on
Nov. 13, and sent it to the
Rules Committee.
Rep. David Hartley, DSpringfield, who sought reconsideration, said some
"clean up amendments" will
be added in the committee.

SELLERSBURG, Ind.
(AP) -Fire swept through a
huge, hay-filled Darn, killing
51 thoroughbred horses, fire
officials said yesterday.

"It (the barn) was down in
about an hour," Huddleston
said. "But it had a lot of hay
in it, and it took longer to
extinguish the hay."

Eleven other horses were
rescued from the blaze, which
broke out shortly before the
blaze struck the Maharlike
Farm Training Center, said
Deputy Fire Chief Tony Huddleston.
Although there were living
quarters in the 400-foot-long
barn for horse trainers, none
of them were hurt, he said.

The bam was owned by Dr.
Joselito Millan, a nerosurgeon. The horses were
boarded there.
Damage to the barn exceeded $1 million, but there
was no estimate on the value
of the dead horses.
The cause of the fire was
not known.

Tornadoes increase,
but death toll declines
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
most devastating outbreak of
tornadoes in more than a decade
struck the United States last
May, but the overall 1985 death
toll in such storms remained
slightly below normal, the government reported yesterday.
It was a year also marked by
the first successful measurement of wind and air pressure inside a twister.
Tornadoes killed 92 Americans last year - including 74 in
the May 31 outbreak in Ohio and
Pennsylvania, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reported.
That compares with an annual
average of 98 tornado deaths
over the last 20 years and is well
below the 123 deaths recorded in
1984.
The first twister of 1985
started as a waterspout and
came ashore in Panama City
Beach, Fla., at 6:15 a.m. Jan. 17,

according to Edward Ferguson
of the National Severe Storms
Forecast Center in Kansas City.
The tornado season came to
an end at 11:14 a.m. Dec. 14,
with a twister reported at Goodway, Ala.
IN BETWEEN, that end-ofMay outbreak was "the most
devastating outbreak of tornadoes since the super-outbreak of
April 3-4, 1974," with 28 whirlwinds counted and 850 persons
injured in addition to those
killed, according to the National
Climatic Data Center.
The 1974 series claimed 315
lives when 140 twisters cut a
path through Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia
and Virginia.
Sixty-three of the May fatalities were reported in Pennsylvania and 11 in Ohio, government
records show.
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

You're in the

Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT tOCATION IN TOWN! CtOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAl FIEtDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK. FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished
'•'st dependable, 24 hr maintenance

BAG

'In house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat
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NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

SHOP EARLY!
Avoid the crowds after the
February 4th Housing Fair
Come to our office for
our Free Brochure
Our more than 400 rentals
guarantee you the
Best Selection
336 S. MAIN

5620

If you're among those who haven't had their senior portrait taken.

Varden Studios of New York
is back
one last time!
Feb. 3-14
Call 372-8086 now to schedule an
appointment.
Don't be left out of the best senior section ever, or caught at graduation
without senior portraits for family, friends or employers. Then you WILL NEED
a bag!
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Officials attempt
to attract funding
opment Department to match
procurement opportunities to
specific Ohio companies.
"We're off the ground,"
said Kasich. "The message is
that the state of Ohio and the
federal government are now
in an aggressive mode to try
to attract more dollars. And
we're going to use all of the
tools that are out there to try
to make sure Ohio gets its fanshare."
Kasich said the group is
going to try to set up a formal
structure in Ohio that will
help attract additional federal contracts. That structure
will include Forman's work in
Washington, getting the
state's chambers of commerce more involved and developing procurement
conferences.
"We've got to get more
aggressive and not just play
defense," Kasich said. "Ohio
does good on some contracts,
but we believe we can do
much better."
Those attending the conference included congressmen,
defense contractors, representatives from Ohio chambers of commerce and Maj.
Gen. Lawrence Garrison.

WASHINGTON (AP) -Gov.
Richard Celeste yesterday attempted to help lay the
groundwork for increasing
the flow of federal dollars into
Ohio, meeting with congressmen, defense contractors and
others on the issue.
"The goal clearly needs to
be broader participation,"
Celeste told those attending a
conference organized by Rep.
John Kasich, R-Ohio.
It was announced during
the conference that a procurement assistance training
Srogram for the staffs of
hio's 30 small-business enterprise centers will be established.
The move is designed to
give small and medium-sized
usinesses access to professional advice that will give
them a competitive edge for
Crime contracts and subconacting jobs.
In addition, Ira Forman
was named as Celeste's special consultant for federal
procurement.
Forman, a private Washington consultant, is to work
with the governor's Washington office, the congressional
delegation and Ohio's Devel-

COLUMBUS (AP) - An aide to
Gov. Richard Celeste yesterday
denied published reports that
Celeste would name a lieutenant-governor running mate Friday, saying such an
announcement was unlikely before next week.
Celeste spokeswoman Debra
Phillips also said the governor
had canceled all political events
in the wake of Tuesday's space
shuttle tragedy.
"It's just not appropriate,"
she said.
Phillips denied any announcement was ever planned Friday,
saying. "There's not a grain of
truth to any of that."
Dayton Newspapers, publisher of The Journal Herald and
the Dayton Daily News, on Tuesday quoted an unidentified Celeste aide as saying a Friday
announcement was likely.
The newspapers said the aide
noted that the'governor's schedule was open Friday, except for
one meeting with House Speaker
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THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY S2.00
THE WAITING IS OVEH
LOUIS QOSSETT JH

JON VOIGHT - ERIC ROBERTS
REBECCA D.MORNAY

RUNAWAY
TRAIN
(R)
7:30 a 9:30
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Vern Riffe Jr., D-New Boston.
"It's highly unusual to have a
morning blocked out like that,"
another aide told Dayton Newspapers. "If he's chosen someone, Vern would be the first he'd
tell, so it all fits."
DAYTON MAYOR Paul Leonard, a former state legislator, is
among those Democrats Celeste
has said he is considering. Others reportedly include Thomas
Chema, chairman of the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio,
state Sen. Eugene Branstool of
Utica and state Sen. Richard
Pfeiffer of Columbus.
In other political news yesterday:
• Richard Stander, who operates several paving, asphalt,
sand and gravel businesses in
central Ohio, said he would announce Friday as a Democratic
candidate for Ohio Senate from
the 19th District.
Stander, 67, is to announce his
candidacy in all four counties of
the district - Knox, Richland,

Psychologist: Kids
get depressed, too
CLEVELAND (AP)-Ohiohas
only one psychiatric specialty
clinic for depressed children and
the nation has perhaps only a
half dozen, and Dr. Paul Ambrosini thinks he knows why.

5CX OFF
357-5166

Celeste may announce running mate next week

"There was a lot of suggestions that kids don't get depressed," said Ambrosini,
director of the Child Depression
Clinic at University Hospitals of
Cleveland.
"Previously, psychiatrists
didn't think children could suffer a major depression because
of their lack of cognitive development," he said.
Now they know better, according to the Case Western Reserve
University assistant professor of
psychiatry. Doctors nave found
that depression can be like heart
disease: It can run in the family.
"In the last 10 to IS years,
we've become more sophisticated in assessment and re-

search techniques that enable us
to look at the body's biochemical
involvement," Ambrosini said.
"Psychological illnesses are illnesses in their own rifjht, just
like diabetes or a.-thntis and
some people have a predisposition for developing one of these
disorders."
AMBROSINI, who came here
from the New York Psychiatric
Institute at Columbia College,
opened the clinic a couple of
months ago with plans to focus
on treating childhood depression, and research how young
people with such problems
might be identified by blood
tests.
So far, about a dozen children
have been referred to the clinic
for evaluation. Ambrosini expects more once the clinic becomes better known and parents
better educated about the symptoms of childhood depression.
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Ashland and Wayne.
He is the first Democrat to
announce for the seat since
Richland County Sheriff Richard Petty said last June he
would run. Petty withdrew Oct.
31.
Stander will face the winner of
the Republican primary, which
pits incumbent Dick Schafrath
of Wooster against state Rep.
Thomas Van Meter.
• Geauga County Prosecutor
Craig Albert is seeking support
from state Republican Party
officials for a possible run
against state Attorney General
Anthony Celebrezze Jr., a Democrat.
ALBERT, A Cincinnati native
serving his second term as
county prosecutor, has worked
as a prosecutor in Greene and
Geauga counties and was Chardon Village's solicitor in 197940.
State GOP public affairs director Dave Garick said Albert
might join other potential candidates for a screening today.

Party officials have refused to
identify the other potential candidates.
• State Rep. Tom Watkins, RStow, and former Akron Mayor
Roy Ray are considering running for the state Senate seat
now held by Democrat Oliver
Ocasek. Watkins said he had put
off an announcement scheduled
for yesterday because he was
uncomfortable with the idea of
him and Ray dividing Summit
County Republicans.
Ray had also indicated he
would seek the Republican nomination for the 14th District U.S.
House seat that will be left vacant with the retirement of U.S.
Rep. John Seiberling, a Democrat.
However, Ray put off the announcement after reviewing results of a Summit County
Republican Party poll matching
him against County Prosecutor
Lynn Slaby, a fellow Republican
who has already declared his
plans.

Israelis bombard
Palestinian bases
SIDON, Lebanon (AP) -Israeli warplanes streaked in at
dawn yesterday and rocketed
Palestinian guerrilla bases in
citrus groves that border a
sprawling refugee camp, flattening one building ana badly
damaging two.
Hospitals in this ancient
southern port said one guerrilla was killed and five guerrillas and a Lebanese civilian
were wounded in the first
Israeli air force attack this
year inside Lebanon.
Four jets rocketed the
bases of Syrian-backed guerrillas on the outskirts of the
Ein el-Hilweh Palestinian refugee camp near Sidon, which
is 25 miles south of Beirut.
They made several passes
at the three targets nestled
among orange and lemon
trees around the camp.
The air attack occurred
shortly before an infiltrator
from Jordan killed two Israeli
soldiers and wounded two in
an ambush at the border settlement of Mehola in the occupied West Bank. The Israeli
military command said the
infiltrator was shot dead.
Israeli's Prime Minister
Shimon Peres of Israel, who

was in Berlin, said the air
raid would not affect the plan
for Middle East peace negotiations he is promoting on his
European tour.
L'.N. PEACEKEEPING
troops in south Lebanon dismantled four 107mm Katyusha rockets pointed at Israel
minutes before they were to
be fired by an electronic
timer yesterday, a U.N.
source said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
It was the third time in a
week that soldiers of the U.N.
Interim Force in Lebanon
have found guerrilla rockets
and defused them.
King Hussein of Jordan and
Palestine Liberation Organization chairman Yasser Arafat have been meeting in
Amman this week to consider
ways of overcoming U.S. objections to a PLO role in
peace talks with Israel.
The Israeli air strike occurred two days after the
bombing of a Jerusalem pizza
parlor in which little damage
and no casualties were reported. Two Israelis were
wounded in knife attacks
Tuesday in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
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NASSAU, BAHAMAS
from $409-$439
based on quad, occupancy

Apartments

Your package includes:

7 nights hotel
Air from Detroit
Hotel cocktail party
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All hotel facilities
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Furnished efficiency

$225.00

M
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Meadowview Courts

Call @$) for your reservation
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Landlord pays gas, heat
shared electric
Two bdrm. furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
includes utilities

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All resident* have the privilege of using, The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8th and High St.
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Sports
Cardinals outlast Falcons, 76-71
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by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

Ball State's Dan Palombizio
probably had slumped shoulders
from carrying the weight of his
basketball team last season.
But this year, his teammates
have lifted the burden from the
6-8 forward's shoulders, as evident in the Cardinals' 76-71 victory over Bowling Green last
night in Anderson Arena.
While Palombizio, a senior,
still scored a game-high 25
points, three other BSU cagers
managed to reach double figures in the Mid-American Conference win. Last year,
Palombizio scored 31 points in
the Falcons' 60-59 win here, however only one other Cardinal
reached double digits.
"This is what it takes to win,"
Palombizio said. "I can't be
scoring 40 points a game, the
rest of the guys have to chip in.
Tonight, everybody came
through and we won."
Although Palombizio averaged 26.3 points a game last
season, just one of nis teammates averaged double digits
and BSU struggled to a 13-16
record. Now, the team is 13-5
and its co-captain is averaging
six less points a game, but three
other Cardinals have joined him
in averaging double figures.

"WE GOT balanced scoring
tonight like we have all season,"
BSU coach Al Brown said. "And
we have been playing well because we are spreading the scoring around. Teams can't just
key on Dan."
The Falcons, now 5-12 overall
and 4-5 in the league, put forth a
similar effort, having four players reach double figures. But the
Cardinals' 77 percent field-goal
shooting in the second half was
too much for BG.
"I thought we played as well
as we could play, Falcon coach
John Weinert said. "But we
were our worst enemy. We lost
patience and rushed everything.
That led to a quick spurt by Ball
State 10 give them a cushion."
After BSU took a seven-point
advantage with 12:32 remaining
in the second half, BG forward
Jim Smith converted a threepoint play to cut the Cardinals'
lead to 5046 with 12:17 left.
But Palombizio answered with
a layup and center Jon Luedke
added two charity tosses to put
the Cardinals up by eight. Guard
Larry Reed then scored a bucket
off BSU's fast break and guard
Chris Shelton added another
transition lavup to put the Cardinals up 58-46 with 10:58 remaining.

"THAT WAS the difference in
the game," Brown said. "When
we were able to go up by 12
through our transition game, we
got the lead and they had to play
catch up."
The Falcons managed to close
the gap to 7249 with 30 seconds
left, but Derrick Wesley and
Palombizio each hit two free
throws to put BSU up by seven
with seven seconds remaining.
Smith led the Falcons with 18
points. Brian Miller and Steve
Martenet added 15 and 10 points
for BG, respectively.
But Anthony Robinson, who
has been struggling most of the
season, scored 14 points and
grabbed six rebounds to earn the
Falcons' player of the game.
"I felt a lot more relaxed
tonight," Robinson said. "I was
in the offense and I did what I do
best. I feel a lot better."
In addition to Palombizio,
Wesley scored 16 for the Cardinals, including 12 in the first
half, to lead BSU to a 34-32
halftime advantage. Reed added
14 points and Shelton scored 12
points and handed out eight assists for the Cardinals.
"It was a well played college
game," Weinert said. "It certainly didn't look like a 13-5 team
playing a 5-12 one. I was really
proud of our kids' effort."

BG News/Alex Horvath
Ball State's Dan Palombizio prepares to slam dunk for two of his 25 points that paced the Cardinals 76-71
win over Bowling Green. Falcon Anthony Robinson (32) looks on helplessly.
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Student Court is now taking applications
Sign-ups at 405 Student Services until Monday,
February 3rd.
Sign-up for an interview time when applying.
Interviews on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 4
& 5, between 6 to 9 p.m.
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CHECK US OUT FOR

FALL RENTALS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
* RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
* FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS
* FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

WE ALSO HAVE
* HOUSES
* GRADUATE STUDENT BUILDINGS

ROBIN WILLIAMS KURT RUSSELL

A Comedy about life, hope, and getting even.

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT Presents
A GORDON CARROLL Production "THE BEST OF TIMES'
PAMELA REED DONALD MOFFAT N« * ARTHUR B. RUBINSTEIN
vwOTtrRON SHELTON p«*«db, GORDON CARROLL t*tcw> * ROGER SPOTTtSWOODE
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Ryan to
coach

Eagles
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Buddy Ryan, architect of the
Chicago Bears' awesome defense, was named head coach
of the Philadelphia Eagles
yesterday and promised to
lead the National Football
League team into the playoffs
within two years.
Ryan, after toiling in relative obscurity for most of his
18 years as a defensive specialist, was given a five-year
contract for nis first try as a
head coach.
Eagles owner Norman Braman introduced the 52-year
old Ryan as the best coach in
the NFL who would give the
Eagles "the winning consistency they lacked over the
last few years."
Ryan promptly issued a
prediction as bold as the
Bears' attacking defensive
strategy.

TRAVEL (travl) v. 1. to make a
journey, 2. thai committee involved in planning such awesome
trips as Steamboat Springs and 2
famous Spring Break trips to
DAYTONA BEACH and
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,
TEXAS. 3. that committee
headed by the ever-popular Bill
Missig and his always growing
committee:
Amy Hillenbrook
Am Rand
Debbie Burroughs
Lua Simauan
Karen Wrap
Judy Mast
UxiSt*
Tracy Aon*

Motycka guns down BSCI
by Paul SIM
spoils reporter

Bowline Green's Jackie Motycka had a good ol' fashioned
shootout with Ball State's
Emma Jones last night in Anderson Arena. And when the
dust cleared, Motycka could be
seen blowing the smoke off her
barrel.
The freshman scoring sensation fired 32 rounds through the
iron, en route to leading the
Falcons over the Cardinals, 7866.
When the final buzzer
sounded, Motycka had passed
Deanne Knoblauch in the BG
record books for most points in a
game (31).
"I didn't know I had 32 points
until I came off and somebody
told me," Motycka said. "I
never dreamed I would have 32
points in one game."
The 6-4 forward missed just
three field goals all night, and
tallied six out of six from the
charity stripe.
Jones led the Cardinals with 23
points, but stood in the shadows
of Motycka throughout most of
the game.
"f had some trouble with
(Jones) on defense. She's lefthanded and I'm used to covering
right-handers," Motycka said.
"As much as she went around
me, you could tell I didn't pick
up on her moves. I kept telling
myself 'go with the left, go with
the left,' but I didn't go until the
end of the game."
MOTYCKA DECIDED to keep
going with the points, illustrated
by her offensive explosion in the
second half. She emerged from
the locker room with both guns
loaded, riveting the Cards for 23
points.
"Our team came alive in the
second half, and we shot the ball
well," BG coach Fran Voll said.
"It's a game of streaks, and we

"I didn't know I had 32 points until I came
off and somebody told me. I never
dreamed I would have 32 points in one
game."
Jackie Motycka
needed to get back on one. They
just didn't recover from our
streak."
Trailing 33-32 at intermission,
the Cardinals seized the lead in
the opening minutes of the second half. Leading 40-39, BSU
padded its advantage by notching three straight baskets.
But Motycka spearheaded a
rally with 10:54 to play, when
she hit a field goal to put the
Falcons up 49-47. The lead never
changed hands again.
"Bowling Green is a very wellcoached team, and that's one of
Fran's trademarks," BSU coach
Marsha Reall said. "They block
out well and they pass well.
They do the things they have to
do to win."
Reall knew her Cardinals
were going to have fits with
Motycka.
"We were supposed to be double-teaming Motycka. I'd seen
her on tape, and she looked
good," Reall said. "They were
nying to stop Emma, and we
were trying to stop Motycka."
The key word there; trying.
BSU COULDN'T stop the rest
of the Falcons, either. Stephanie
Coe scored 18 points, and led BG
in the rebounding department
with nine. Rhonda Moore hit
seven out of 10 from the field,
good for 14 points.
"Coach Voll kept telling me to
get into shooting range, but I
wouldn't take an open shot right
away," Moore said. "After our
streak of turnovers, we got down

by six and I had to start putting
the ball up."
BG shot 68 percent in the second half compared to BSU's 46
percent. At one time, the Falcons held a 17-point lead at 78-61.
"When people make lay-ups
on a 2-3 defense, you know
you're doing something wrong,"
Reall said, "it's pretty bad when
we talk about adjusting the defense at half-time, and we come
out and let them shoot 68 percent."
The game marked the return
of Joelyn Shoup, BG's 6'1" captain. But Shoup admitted she
might have been pushing it.
' 1 figured I was at 75 percent
going into the game. I wanted to
give it a try, because I'm tired of
sitting," Shoup said. "I tried to
rest it as much as possible, but
it's my last season and I'm real
anxious to play."
Voll seemed pleased with
Shoup's performance.
"I was glad to get some mileage out of Joelyn, and we didn't
over-extend her," Voll said.
"Presence is a big key with
certain players, and Jo is one of
those players."
The Falcons continue their
stranglehold on first-place,
boasting a 9-1 Mid-American
Conference record, 14-5 overall.
BG shares the top spot with Ohio
and Central Michigan.
BSU falls to 9-10 overall, and 55 in the conference.

Joe Phelan
Bowling Green's Jackie Motycka prepares to shoot during the Falcons'
78-66 victory over Ball State In Anderson Arena last night. She set a new
school record by scoring a career-high 32 points.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
FALL SEMESTER
3 Locations
'Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
'One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
'Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
'On Site management
'Full time Maintainance

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
IF LEASE IS SIGNED
BEFORE MARCH 31
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment
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Alpha Chi Omega

welcomes their new Actives
into the Bond
t
Judith Adler
Carrie Lewin
Dolores Mucciardne
Michelle Barnard
Deborah Dougherty
Jackie Orians
Kathy Reigle
Barbara Duncan
Leslie Rullman
Erin Ellis
Lisa Sherrill
Chris Frank
Beth George
Tammy Slack
Amy Gerber
Tierney Teeters
Wende Voshell
Amy Hadley
Jennifer Halpin
Joan Walsh
Kim Honaker
Erin Warren
Peggy Weber
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Late bloomer Wansbrough eyes NHL
Once overlooked in draft, Falcon now top free agent
by Karl Smith
ass't managing editor

When he was 18, nobody in the
National Hockey League wanted
Jamie Wansbrough.
At 22, almost every NHL team
is ready to give the Bowling
Green senior a chance at pro
hockey.
When he was eligible for the
draft in 1982, all the NHL teams
overlooked Wansbrough, making him a free agent. At first,
Wansbrough was disappointed
but, four years later, realizes
there was a silver lining in not
being drafted.
"At the time, a lot of my
friends were drafted and it's
prestigious to get drafted, so I
was a little disappointed,"
Wansbrough said. "It worked
out better in the long run.
"Usually, if you're not drafted
in the first few rounds, you won't
get a good contract, on the averSe. As a free agent, you have a
ance for a better contract."

□*

The advantage to being a free
agent, according to Wansbrough, is bargaining power and
the freedom to choose teams to
negotiate with. Of course, the
amount of bargaining leverage
depends on the free agent's ability.

BG News file photo

Jamie Wansbrough

American Heart
Association

WANSBROUGH DECIDKD to
prove his ability at BG, which is
?robably more widely known in
or on to than Indiana.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
M
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Phone 352-9378

835 High St. • Rental Office
located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 • 4:30

***

"I hope to become a free agent after the
season but with whom and when - that's
something to think about after the
season. I'd like to win another national
championship, records are secondary to
team goals."
Jamie Wansbrough

ae

"I played with (former Falcons Mike) David and (MikeI
Pikul back at home and played
junior B before coming here,"
wansbrough said.
Other BG sports may have
problems gaining national attention but Wansbrough's credentials have caught the eye of the
NHL, including former Boston
Bruin' Peter McNab, who called
Wansbrough, "the most natural
goal scorer," he's seen in a
while.
The Toronto native is the Falcons all-time leading goal scorer
with 121. His 102 rank him in the
top ten in that category and he is
firth on the all-time scoring list.
But Wansbrough doesn't want
to be know strictly as a scorer.
He said that other parts of his
game are just as strong as his
ability to put the puck in the net.
"This year, I think I've proven
that I'm more than a goal
scorer, I'm being more of a
playmaker and getting the puck
to the other guys," Wansbrough

said. "I think people are seeing
both sides of my game and I
enjoy the whole game, defense,
passing - the whole game."
WANSBROUGH HAS spent
time on the power play unit and
penalty killing unit. He has
seven power play goals and four
game-winning scores.
Wansbrough generated his
statistics playing in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association,
something which could hinder
his free agency.
Ray Stasziak, a high scoring
wing with Illinois-Chicago of the
CCHA, signed a million dollar
free agent contract with Detroit
but wound up in the minor
leagues.
"I think (Staziak's ability to
make the pros) hurt the free
agent market and he may be a
but overpaid," Wansbrough
said. "Give him some time,
though, he'll be back up in a
year or so."
Wansbrough may be a little
sympathetic to slow starters, as
he considers himself to be one.

"I was a late bloomer. I've
developed at college with the
help of our super coaching
staff," Wansbrough said. "I've
become more mature and
stronger with four years of experience."
According to Wansbrough, all
the talk of the NHL is premature, his focus is on more immediate goals.
"I hope to become a free agent
after the season but with whom
and when - that's something to
think about after the season,"
Wansbrough said. "I'd like to
win another national
championship, records are secondary to team goals."
One of the few Falcons wearing a championship ring from
the 83-84 season, Wansbrough
said BG's chances of regaining
the national title depend on desire.
"Both teams are different;
this team has good size and a lot
of talent," Wansbrough said.
"We have a lot of talent, it's just
a matter of working hard and
putting it together because,
when we do, not many teams
can stop us.
"We nave a good shot at taking the whole thing again, depends on how ready we are and
hard we work, and, like any
championship team, we'll need
a couple of breaks."
For Jamie Wansbrough, what
looked like a setback may turn
out to be the break he needed.
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Urge Pizza
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$5.00

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday - Jan. 29 - 31

Monday - Fridoy

Wednesday & Thursday $4,00 — BOt 11%

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted 8 furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Sun Lamps
• Indoor Heated Pool
• Metos Sauno

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
gy for full tuition and allowances for educational
s and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS!
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The Graduate Student Senate will be
sponsoring: THE TOLL—FREE
CONGRESSMAN
CALL—IN
ON
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY,
JANUARY 30 AND 31,
FROM 8-5 p.m.

Stop by the graduate student senate office at
300 East McFall and voice your concerns to your
elected representatives on the

TAXATION OF GRADUATE-FEE WAVERS

For More Information, call Captain Davo Wolf at
372-2476 or atop by Room 151, Memorial Hall.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

This could be the most important call
you make this year!

Classifieds
NEWLOVJ MANAaEWENT SERVICES USES
TK STUDENT (XMSUMEH UNIONS MOOEl
LEASE CALL THEM ABOUT A FALL RENTAL
AT JMM1YJ HOU9NS FAIR PEB 4. 7-B
PM. BALLROOM

PERSONALS

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS
«CHimum lor tulajlaieWiJt ottered through
the Ccasge ol Education tor tva 1964-17
■caMMc year It* ■ MM In Room 385
Education BuMng Canctdetee muM be amiad In t* Coaage ol Education to apply
Oeeome toe returning applcallona • Fabruary
26. 1666.
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rm easing by rha phona to haar from you. Bk
rhdeya pertee, and group gethertnge ara my
erjectaRy. Invite ma. For Information cat
372-6222
Barrtao la now opan for OYinor Mon.-Thura..
4:00 p m r) 30 p.m. and a new Sunday
Brunch from 11:00 « m-2 00 p.m NOTE:
Berrlee «*) no tongar bo opan weekday lunches

L«0«
Tha Lesbian and Oay Alanoa wa MM a
rnaadng tonight at 6:30 p.m In rha Raagtoua
Eoucaton Room ol SI Thomaa Mora Pariah

CAMPUS MANOR, NOW RENTNQ FOR FALL
WTTHTHESCU MODEL LEASE CALL THEM
AT 362-9302 MOUSING FAIR FEB 4, 7 9
PM. BALLROOM

ADOfl-AQIUrlOPAIalHT!
BEQMWIQ 2 3 WE WU. 00 TO THE NURSING HOME ON MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY
NWHTSAT800PM ANY QUESTIONS CALL
TERfll 3725549 OR ELLEN 352-2263
aa anaarM i iHim
'. Join Woman tor Woman
Monday. Fab 3. 6 30 p.m. Facuty Leungs.
Upton. This wB be a general mealing lo rSKiie
and upcoming pruuiama Bring a mend"
BOB MARLEY UVESl
Emanopala yoursafvaa from
marssl Havaryi Calabrila with
Crucial OBC el me reggae Irtjuta
9 00 pm, Thurs Fab em NE Commono
A Bkck Malory Month Evant
Sponsorad by Cirtjrjaan Aaaoc and
BSU FREE

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS A DAHMS
APARTMENTS help atudana defy by using rha
modal lease Cal mam al 352-1600 a
352-4673 Housing Fair. Fab 4. 7 9pm.

now

Si

Happy 21 al Serah' You're rha heel mend everU
Ova you' and I can I wait IB Saturday' Kamlain
^^^

REWARD
PHI MU eororty pin M i -24JJ8 MM* Prou> Chapel i PHI MV House. Bsjck 1 got) pin
a«h tour peons ■ found ptssss cal 372-2750
or 352-44*9
RUSHOU
RUSHOU
RUSMDU

ATTENTION'
Tha SeBtsj i eaasa Maaaasaaaal CM)
wanoi YOU' Tna isiaiesaallp dove It ma
waak anty-So. HURRY and Won op In
Pre " A tsjarjng tor only $15 00

mimfF^BSmTWKRBK
.Cal mem about
mak other aanttaa at Houang Fa*. Fab. 4.
7-9pm. BMB*oom

lamellLl n law achool? A BGSU graduata t
ma DSactor ol Admajatona from OHo Nortnam
Unfv. Coasga ol Lew »• be m the Facuty
Lounga. Student union Fd. Jan. 31. IBM
tram 3:16 to 4 30 p.m. Al mmmt etudenrt
'ere anccuragad to attend trw, rtormal alls
passing eeesion

LOST Dorm key between Rac Ctr and
Krelacher Quad Has kaychaltv-orange,
■G L I P A --Joumaleta" Insignia on I Cd
2-5763 » found

-dNOrwYAW'1

■arraBF

TYPING- VERY REASONABLE RATES
Report*. Reaumee, ate
Cat alter 5:30 pm. 354-7964

PlPft't
ETOBQBU!
THE ALPHA Xl't WANT
TO WNH YOU THE
KIT Of LUCK HEREI
REACH THE IEACH AT FLORIDA FLINO I
Friday. Jan 31,0-1 im
Grand Bas-oom Union
RUBHFUI
Tonight 7:JM:»0
RUSH FLU

Tonight 7:»*:J0

FUlMH
•VORSJA nJtoT
nOPJOA FUNQI
FLORaM FUNQI
IFUNOI

MO-AM MANOR A CHARLES TOWN APART
MENTS ara using S.C U a modal feaae. cat
them about your fai rental nasda Houshg Fair
Fab. 4, 7-9 pm, OaBrouin

r"TheBGNews"

PM EPtlLON: TlktE TO CHOOSEI
PM EPSK.ON: TIME TO CHOOSE!
PM EPW.ON: TIME TO CHOOSEI

Your K spaa roommate, (

LSAT MCAT-GMAT GRE
NTECPA REVEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO. 1 IN TE8T PREPARATION
(4191 636-3701 TOLEDO

FMItWBII
■ARWTONfOHT
7:aw4MM

Someone to draw fanlaay creatures Musi be
eMe to wave realty behind. Cat 362-0112
alter 4:00

WHY go to a bunch ol basRBaX gamaa whan
you can goto ONE FLOPSDA FLINO I Sea BG »
tockn rolaa»1tigNa^wlmttieW«M»nrats

FOR SALE

"Lal'e lasaBl esass Frtdar rrtohL"
DM Oaa'a PM Tau'a Party rsjMI

Take the NUTLE OINK tPfUNG BREAK 'It
CHALLPtM and arm at aipenn paid Mas
la Daytona teach tor up lo 24 pupil, or
110.000 eaahlll Can 1-tOO-NESTTE-1 for m-

THETACM
THE OFF CAMPUS ALTERNATIVE
TtO T» ST.

■Pen. Fete IChrle Nero'
CongrsUalona on rjesrjglng PI PM.
rm vary happy lor you and rm
looking forward lo our Brat KKO-PI PN
Monmoutn Duo Data Party'
Congrats A much lova.

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible (or postal service delays)

MM

RATES: per ad are 60* per line, $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad
bu'
ao lor
tor Dow
bold type
type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

l
5
9
13
14
15
16

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

16

Phone #,

19
20

(For bMng purposes only)
22

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear m bold type)

25
26
29
32
33
35
36
37
39
40
ai

Classftlcatlon In which you wish your ad to spposr:
Campus & City Events'
Lost & Found
Rides
Services Ottered
Personals

42

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sate

43
45
48
49

For Rent

•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profrt event or meeting only.

50
53

ACROSS
Sound from tha
veldt
Composer ol
Qisslls
Jaeger•
relative
Naitassoi
tsnnn
Skier a milieu
Coastal Miar
London railway
Station
Locomotives
Abb.
Region s
animals
London mods
stamping
ground
Minnasots
Fats ptoy
Jai —
And so forth
Sound ol
Music dresj
Admiral or
guard
Talbotano
Waggoner
Part ol India
Army VIP
Sacrilegious
Buttei con
lainar
Baseball great
Peninsula on
tna Red Sea
I9lhcen
French illus
Iralor
Eric
Pan oi iRS
Rake
Town officer in
Canada
Mogul governor
Foot power

mechanism
56 Wa nave met

Total number of days .

the enemy and
rl — Pogo
5' Arcn near Hyde
Park Corner
61 Something lo
dish'
62 Shun
63 Needle case
84 —who'

Mai to: (On or Off«ampu3 Mai)
The BGNews
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG Newa)
: 372-2601

-•*-•

.,—-.

1978VWSCrROCCO
75.900 MILES 62.260

Coupon Book for sale $86
Cal Laama at 2-4407

Cat Susan or Lurs
DON'T FORGET!
Onfy one more day to torn the
4 tatoa Managen
Club
Speakers, aocata. flakl experience.
and ■ trip lo Boston lor only $15 00'
Sign up today in rha B A buedhg
IIMIIB

SPRING BREAK on the beach al South Padre
Wand. Daytona Beach. Fort Lauoerdale. Fort
Waton Batch or Mustang Wand-Port Aranatt
from only 689: and eking at Steamboat or Van
from oraY $861 Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie
bags, mom... Hurry, cat uunohssa Tours tor
mora RMBBbaOH and reservatlona toe tree
1-800-321-5911 TOOAYI Whan your Spring
Break count* count on Sunchsse

For Sale 1979 Vaga Good work or achool car
Low man, $960 or bast offar Mutt sal
■ 362-7439
TWM SED-flrm inoltieaa. bo« spring, frame, al
good condHlon. one owner $75 or beat offer
362-4310.
Wakrrbed. bar A atoola. Ivklg room furrwture
and thsf.ee. ttudy taola and swivel choks Cal
364-8001 Must sal Irnmadralaly Baal offar
Also for sale. '76 Toyota Caeca, best offer

Elac»o--36 mm. t Nfcon EM 35 mm
with I I 8 50 mm lens, hash « carrying
tor sale For Information cal 353-8205
tENfORS_HOW TO LAND THAT
EXECUTIVE JOB!
New 1986 Haider mlervlew report
Only $2 00-saoslactlon guaranlead!
Order today" Y T Erriarpnsss.
2123 Sequoia Ln . D„0| BH1.
a). IncSono. 48240.

65 Himalayan

I Pan oi tna

■ 7 Ba — tna

Stan
21 Formol
Eli/Sbstn
23 Synthetic ''be*
24 Fashionable
section oi
London
26 Gram disease
27 Canines

506S

Turbodiesel.

WANTED
1 or 2 mats or female roommates for Spring
Semester Vary low rant Good location. Cat
ASAP 353-4105

FOR RENT

2 Female roomalee headed lor 86-87 achool
yaar. ANo BtiaaM tor summer 86 Prefer nonsmoking Ask tor Heidi K or Carol. Cat
352 5863.

2 maklt nesdtd to sublsatl spartrnant WB pay
$100 each. 521 E Marry. 352-7346

2 non amokfeig female roommates lo share
apartment for FM 66 -Spring '87. Please cat
362-8107.
restate loomnass needed lo share house. Own
bedroom For mora Inrormaoon cal Catherine at
353-2018.

CAMPUS MANOR. NOW RENTING FOR FAR
WTTHTHESCU MODEL LEASE CALL THEM
AT 352-9302 HOUSING FAIR. FEB. 4, 7-8
PM. BALLROOM
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS A DAHMS
APARTMENTS help students dolly by using the
modal leeaa Cal them at 362-1800 or

362-4673

Housing Fat. Fab. 4, 7-Bpm.

Maw roommate neoded ASAP to share houae
laser Own room S160-mongi hctudae
uaOee. stop by altar 5 p m Lot 113 W Oypay
Lane Rd No Mae.

Female Roommate wanted tor Spring A
Summer- Cal 353-2308 or leave name 6
number In OCMB 3443.

Mas) roommate needed rmrrwdawaty CBaTto
I rani. Cat 363-3003

Houses A Apartments dose to campus. Looses
begin May A August. 1986 Phona 353-3855

HELP WANTED
' for my 6 yr. oU son. Tuesday A
Thuraday. In my horns 364-1738 mornings

26 Goat ol
A mystery
Chaucer s
66 Eveiuata
pilgrims
30 Grain sorghum
DOWN
31 Clasaily
1 Sleepy leiiow
34 Singer Fran.,a
2 Norwegian king 37 Faisa Pretn
3 Opera by Verdi 36 Leave a >a tna
4 Developing
Lone Ranger
agent
42 Resssrchsr al
5 Branch ol
limes
math
44 Ridicules
6 Speck
Bible Abbr
6 Shadscoutm
9 Ol an inscribed
pillar
10 London paiaca
or gardens
11 Sou'
12 Looped «ase
handle
• a Drum

Peugeot

oepd.nockwal am press. Sears 3.9 hp
vacuum: 372-2097. 352-6343.

Kdlird by TntaV MkM J.trr

PREPAYMENT Is required lor an non-university related business and individuals

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

1978 REGAL AJR. AM-FM. EXCELLENT
BODY. 60.000 MILES $2600 OR BEST OF
FER 353-7802

2-1310 or 2-1319

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NOTICE: The News wM not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or inoanrptetB trh^nriaTuon. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there Is an error In your ad. The news w* not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions

1977 Chevetle. 4 cyl. 4-spd . rw defroel
98,000 mtaa. SBOO Cal Dabble 372-6351.

Coupon book tor safe $85 00

1

.ClassMlad Information.
MaiHn Form

PottJon opan tor female WSI el gaTa summer
camp Brack Rrvar Ranch. Croewel. Mich Cat
Meg Graham 1-800-327-8287

'81

eASSMPOlTB-

jam—

• a) cruoa. asX you don't maja CRUCIAL at
BOJANQLES-T»»«sdsyH

The lost two weeks have bean a oaar but It's
bean wK* all your halp Bat I have no tear.
So hare'a sN my love and . thank you too. lor
being around lo aaa ma through.
LOVE. CAPS

RUBH
PM DELT A THE TA
TUBS.THURS. 7:»ttot
PM DELTA TMETA
RUSH

USARDtCONQRATULATIONS ON YOUR D2 PEARLING
TO MfXE STUTE WE'RE VERY HAPPY FOR
YOU! LOVE-YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

Part-tme physical therapy aid Musi be able to
work 9 sm.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fd. Apply at Wood
County rajtskig Home 363-8411

ATTM THARASA FITCH, CHAT CHMHOUi
CMW PJuTTKE, JOHN HUOAK, SCAN BMTTH,

DART LEAGUE
SkmuaNOw
Puroate Baa Shop

J.T.'s Has
16" Chaaaa Plzza-Onfy S3 76
Phona 362-5476

HELP WANTED WNH.elai Paver Gudee Fiat
and part ens aaeaonal position, avataba). Must
bt IB. Ako axttng lor psopla wuh compute,
tltsartanoa Ei)ual opprxlury^ amrjloyar North
American Paver Rurmers-PO Bo< 81-Mso
WV 26854 (304) 668-6276

354-0611-STEVE

PI KAPPA PM
WHERE BROTHERHOOD II MORE
THAN JUST A WORD
PI KAPPA PM

10" Chaaaa Pizza-Only (1.76
Phona 352-5476

PJda headed to Aantand. ONo Friday rha 31st
WB pay ganarousV tor gasl Please cal Mark at
352-1756.

Esoang aummar |ob oooortumoea Toledo Paver
Crtese Lrnea la looking for young adults with
outgoing > MsM paraonaMaa Joba aveteDkt
JJ '''.""P*"1"- 6* shop, waiter, i alrr
muekaene A food prrtperatlona GPUMPS need
not apply. Wrist only, send resume: Dan
O'Otnaer. Toledo Rrvar Cmtse Lines, til
RPJBIH. Teesto, OH 4M06.

ALPHA DELTS
ALPHA DELTS
ALPHA DELTS

rWtHTHsTACM
RUBHTMTTACM
RUM TMETA CM

J.T.'a Pizza

CAMP (XXIRAQEOUS, A SUMMER CAMP
FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL RETAROATION.
LOCATED eg WHrTEHOUSE. OHIO. IS SEEKING CAMP COUNSELORS, WATERFRONT.
ATHLETIC. AND PROGRAM STAFF. CONTACT CAMP DIRECTOR. CAMP
COURAQEOUS, 1 STRANAHAN 3d SUITE
6S2, TOLEDO. OH 43804 |41B| 242-4412

PI KAPPA PM
WHERE aROTMERHOOO It MORE
THAN JUST A WORD
PI KAPPA PHI

""—

JUBT WAMTEP TO HOMO YOU THAT
YOU'RE STY BUT FPMED «N0 I LOVE YOUI
MAYIABUBSJIMVI LOVf, JBBIY

Good Luck In «*>
Haaonal OurSng Finale
We know you can do HI
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA U

■"SUNDANCE ANNOUNCES' "
lOkMBCAZESSISO
Monthly SpacWl POTATO SKINS $3 95

PI KAPPA PHI
WHERE TO 00 WHEN
YOU'RE m A RUSH
PI KAPPA PHI

J.T.'a Pizza
14" Chaaaa Pbza-Onfy (2 75
Phona 352-5476

Rate needed lo FMtoy. ONo evary Friday bat
•rsan 11 am - 2.00 pm WB hato pay gas Cat
Amy 372-3775

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
Mat ObtocSvs Into CM now 354 HOPE
(4873) Hrs. M. Th. 12 noon 8pm T.W 10
em-2pm, Sal. 12 noon 2pm

PI KAPPA PM
WHERE TO 00 WHEN
YOU'RE M A RUSH
PI KAPPA PM

Watooms Pi VMv.'M'rB bokmg forwara~to
maaang youl
The Brothan ol Delta II

RIDES

Look what you can do. stay homo A make
money too Sand eeN-addraassd stamped
envelope to Anna Maoe. Apt. 256 Napoleon
Rd , Bowing Green OH 43402

In the hel ere you now? For real
come back to ma Durghl -Doug

I'M BO PROUD OF MY LITTLE! CONORATUVAnOfM ON TOUR INITIATION INTO
THE ■ONO* AND 0000 LUCK WITH
■JBCTMNM
ALPHA PHI LOVE AND e*Me. BfO JENNY

J.T.'s Pizza
French Broad Puza Ontyil 75
Phona 352-5475

LOST ONE HONOA KEY ON CHAIN WITH
SMALL LOCK, r FOUND CALL CATHY AT
372-3914

SERVICES OFFERED

OtslsslalTOWIrlttasrl
miltl idrffarar* Bus Mp to Tony Peoko'e Bar and Csfa.
Featuring Ms area* No 1 Cakawsk and Jazz
Band. Fd. 31st. For onnar and much moral
Laam Ummtl Oval 7:00 p.m TranaportaSon
ora> *3 00. For mora Wo cat OsM St
383-1009 Fkal comal Fral Sarvad!

Tha BESTS oasis tsu BE WKBav
nounos Ba) pasakg af PHI PrsaMsnt Cnag
Baal. Prwars aerMaa wd he haU Saturday al
6:00 p.m. and VSBBBSXI wl bs Saturday bat
aajan s oo p.m. end 1 00 am. Ws asnd our
owapaal oynolanosa to UtraTy and frlands

ra a Coora Ugnt Nkjhl1

MAM ST 352 3703

•EAN6A.VER

OWWBCOTT
Happy ranMay to you
Happy fjsttday to you
Happy ESIhday oaar me
Happy Bktxkty to youl
Lova. your wondarfut bkj

THE WET SHAVCTB ARE BmAJOHQ UP M
MARCH' Donl rraM your last chanca to tss
mam n me Grand Bafroom Friday « FVOfaOA

FOUNO ONE PSYCHOLOGY BOOK IN GBH
THEATRE CALL DAVE AT 372-5043

LOST A WHITE FEMALE CAT LOST BEFORE
NEW YEAR'S EVE F FOUND PLEASE CALL
352-3993

FRATERNrrY
RUSH TONWHT
7:J0-t:J0

HAPPY BRTHOAY JAYNER
OUH-OE-DUH-OEDUHIII
LOVE YA CATH AND MC

LOST A FOUND

NAMCY BARRATT
Cun/etaaaiirt on resting PI Bats PM Thanks
tor your Mendarej II — a bt to ma. Wa'ra
going to have a graal 2nd nirmla.ll I bus ya
Your rwlghbor. MAMA

tmmn

PIKAIfS
BMPaT
P1KAPPS

THE MODEL LEASE 18 FAIR TO
STUDENTS DOES YOUR LANDLORD USE
TMI MOeei LEASEt *r NOT. WHY? FOR
MOP* t*0 CALL THE 8TUOBIT CON8UM« tMOH AT S72-8246 OFF^yuVIPUS
HOUSMG FAB FEB. I AT 7PM H THE
lJ3«MAFrToa|ArC BALLROOM

TONTTE AT MAW ST.
7-9 plssac cup apaoH
9-2 Coora Party w«n hala.

LOST 1 dark brown Isrssa wsBM in Mytoa Puza
psrkJng kK Raward Cal 352 2580 or 2-2301
days, ask for Susan

FIUITERNTTY
RUSH TONKJMT

Ost your FLORIDA FLINO Dckan in rha Union
toyar al week' WViaftoeMptorrwotoPL
Grsdusts Sludanl Happy Hours
Downtown avsry Friday * 9pm

My young. arnMtoua ervmrprvalng brother a)
seeking an aftrackva lamale Mail tha Emparo
ol Racing and rha lung ol Low, oukJoV. erne Is
running OUH HAPPY BaRTHOAY OMEOARVI

NEED EXTRA MONEY-I BUY COLLEGE TEX
TBOOKS FOR PRICE8 BETTER THAN
BOOKSTORE CALL 352-6023

BPMT
PIKAPPS
ALPHA XI BASKETBALL TEAM
CONORATULATIONS ON YOUR RECENT WM
OVER THE PHI MID KEEP UP THE 0000
WORKI

Attention: Al paraona Interesting In Serenes
tenon. Fanlaay. Wargameig, How Playing and
a good evarerlg ol Fun and E xcJtenvant Plan to
Hand tva FANTASY AND WAMOAMMQ
SOCBTTY'S weekly meeengs Friday avanrnga
a e 00 p m » the OH Campua Student Center

WED VOLUNTEER HOUWT

Atoha Sigma PN t Alpha PN pra
FLOPaBA FUNQ'
feelurtng
Tna Wat atasrere
Jan. 31-Grand Bee/oom Utvon
Music, door pruaa A moral
levewoldewercorne'
■ETHEREI

46
47
50
51
52
54

Lukewarm
Smooth
Caasar al al
Govt mlo go
Piene s dream
boy'

Houses A Apts tor 88-87 school year.
Smrth-Boggs Rantah. Office 632 ManvBe. rear
352-9457 between 12-4.
Houtaaandl end2bdrm turnrehed apta Sum« 352-7464
I routes and Apartments close to campus for
summer 1968 and 86-87 achool year Cat
1-287-3341.

•2 Be* Fum A Unfurnished
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
Mator Unities A Cable TV Fum.
one hat Block Off Campus
CALL TOM
Mon.-Frl. 7 AM NOON 362-4871
Evenktg A Wksnd 352-1 BOO

55 Oal
56 Realtor S unit
59 First can dale
60 Never in
Stuttgart

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MrO-AM MANOR A CHARLES TOWN APARTMENTS are uerng S.C.U.'a modal lease, cal
tram about your rat rental needs Housing Fs>

Fab. 4, 7-9 pm. Batroom.
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES USES
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S MOOEL
LEASE CALL THEM ABOUT A FALL RENTAL
AT 3525820 rtOUStrG FAIR. FEB 4. 7-9
PM, BALLROOM
Party Room
Cat 352-9378
THE MODEL LEASE IS FAIR TO
STUDENTS ..DOE8 YOUR LANDLORD USE
THE MOOEL LEASE? rF NOT. WHY? OFFCAMPUS HOUSING FAR FEB. 4 AT 7 PM IN
THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM.
Two bedroom turnrehed apta. tor Fat.
362-2663
UNTVERSITY VrLLAGE APARTMENTS
students with the model lease Cal them about
la* other aarvtoae at: Housing Fat, Fab. 4.
7-opm. naBuum.
APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR THE
SCHOOL YEAR 14-47 AND THE SUMMER OF
St APARTMENTS ARE COtmxmt FURNISHED WITH 1 e*DROOMS. CABLE TV, AJR

COr»IT»Ott»>a, LAUNTJRY AN0 rAnKm0
FACfcmtS. AU IrrUTKS EXCEPT ELECTPJCITY rt PAJO BY OWNER RENT IS (100
POR TW Busatn "M" POR THt APARTttEtrr. FOR THE SCIIOOl YEAR 8M7 Th*
mr * itrt PER IEMESTER WITH 4 PEOPLE CALL TBI AT BUFF APARTMENTt
142-7112 AFTrM S:00 P.M.

CARTY RENTALS
OMtoe Hours 11 s.m-4 p.m.
at 316 E Marry. Apt. 3
Lrsdnge available
or phone anytime lor Informetlon
362-7366

